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ABS'mACT 

Emerging technologies provide impetus for supplements to the way chemistry is taught 

Students of the current generation are conditioned to expect high-quality visual images to 

reinforce other informational media. Multimedia teaching tools can take advantage of this 

pre-conditioning. The World Wide Web (WWW) provides new opportunities for 

multimedia distribution. 

Supplemental materials for chemical education have been developed to take 

advantage of these emerging technologies. Molecular animations have been developed for 

use in lecture and for distribution via the WWW. These animations were designed to 

demonstrate chemistry from a "Big Picture" view. Interactive, exploratory tutorials have 

also been developed as student study aids. These tutorials promote concept understanding 

within a hands-on, trial-and-error atmosphere. The WWW has also been utilized as a low-

cost avenue for implementation of a laboratory exercise emphasizing the importance of 

chemical structure and its impact upon chemical reactivity through computational chemistry. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Limited resources available for education have always presented the challenge of how 

to do more with less. The widespread availability of the World Wide Web (WWW) 

provides a new media for the development of materials for chemical education. A recent 

symposium during the 211'^' American Chemical Society National Meeting and Exposition 

featured 22 excellent presentations in the area of "Teaching Chemisuy on the Web".^ The 

educators who gave these presentations have made syllabi, movies, interactive tutorials, 

exercises, links to other on-line information, and supplementary reading available via the 

WWW. These materials offer several advantages over traditional textbooks. One 

advantage is the hypermedia implementation of the WWW, allowing links to supporting 

information, pictures, and QuickTime™ movies.^^ Another advantage is that chemistry-

specific types of three-dimensional viewing possibilities are available through the use of 

hyperactive molecules.'*-^ Although multimedia has been used in select chemistry 

courses,^ the WWW is accessible 24 hours per day, 365 days per year. Few instructors 

can boast of this type of availability. An implementation of Virtual Office Hours (VOH) 

discussed in Chemical and Engineering News^ was enthusiastically received by students, 

and resulted in greater student/instructor contact time due to student involvement and 

interest in the questions and answers seen on VOH. Another advantage is that many 

colleges and universities provide facilities for WWW access free of charge to their students. 

The goal of the research described in this thesis is to involve students more effectively 

in their own education and evoke their curiosity about organic chemistry. One approach 

used to achieve this goal is to demonstrate real-world examples of chemistry, and then 

provide students with the concepts and tools they need to understand those examples. 
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Students are also provided with a curiosity-driven environment and learning tools where 

they can explore their own ideas in a non-lhiealening atmosphere. 

Chapter 1 describes the development of materials that demonstrate chemical examples 

from a "Big Picture" point of view. By showing students some interesting applications of 

organic chemistry, their curiosity can be sparked. This increased interest and curiosity 

makes student more receptive and willing to learn the basic concepts required for an 

adequate understanding of the chemical examples. Initial subjects chosen for presentation 

as "Big Pictures" include the question "should caffeine be regulated as a drug due to its 

similarity in structure to segments of DNA?", "What forces create protein secondary 

structure?", and "How does the geometry of heme change upon oxygen binding?".® 

Chapters 2 through 5 discuss the development of World Wide Web (WWW) tutorials 

covering many aspects of stereochemistry. Chapter 2 describes the first multi-media, 

curiosity-driven stereochemisuy tutorial developed for this program. Students using this 

tutorial explore combinations of substituents around a single carbon atom and "discover" 

that only four different substituent lead to a pair of non-superimposable arrangements in 

space. This tutorial concentrates on single chiral centers, allowing students to discover 

enantiomers. Chapter 3 describes the second multi-media, curiosity-driven stereochemistry 

tutorial. In this tutorial, smdents explore combinations of several chiral centers in a single 

molecule and "discover" diastereomers and meso compounds. Chapter 4 describes the 

third multi-media, curiosity-driven stereochemistry tutorial. Students can explore different 

combinations and placements of substituents on the carbon atoms at either end of a double 

bond or on two carbon atoms in a cyclic structure. Students using this tutorial "discover" 

cis and trans geometric stereoisomers. The first and third tutorials include nomenclature 

sections to teach students how to place the concepts they have "discovered" into the same 

language used by other chemists. The first three tutorials include practice problems for 

reinforcement. Chapter 5 describes the fourth and final multi-media, curiosity-driven 
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stereochemistry tutorial. This tutorial brings together aspects of each of the previous 

tutorials, allowing students to synthesize the concepts they previously learned. This final 

tutorial is implemented in the format of a game called "The Stereochem Game", in which 

students gain points for correctly answering stereochemical questions. If they do not know 

the answer they have the option of buying a hint Students choosing to use the hints gain 

fewer points for correctly answering the question. However, this option provides students 

with the type of information a human tutor might provide. In this manner students are 

encouraged to think about the question, rather than immediately resorting to a solutions 

manual. 

Chapter 6 discusses a laboratory exercise emphasizing structure and its importance 

on properties such as chemical reactivity. This laboratory consists of two sections, one in 

which students build cyclohexane conformations with various substituents and submit them 

for computations. The students receive results which at times are contradictory, teaching 

them that computational chemistry cannot be used as a "black box" solution for every 

question, and that different computational methods are appropriate for different types of 

questions. The second section of the laboratory provides students with several types of 

computational results which must be used to make predictions about the relative reactivity 

of a series of alkyl halides in the SNi and SN2 reactions before experiments are performed. 

This laboratory was designed to introduce computational chemistry to introductory-level 

organic students and demonsuate that it can be used alone to answer certain questions, or in 

conjunction with experiment to answer a wider array of questions about reactivity and 

shape. 

These various WWW materials supplement traditional approaches to teaching 

organic chemistry. Students will still require lectures, interaction with instructors, review 

sessions, human tutors, and molecular model kits. Not all students learn best from the 

same teaching method, so access to a wealth of materials should allow students to select the 
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types of materials which demonstrate chemical concepts most clearly. These WWW 

materials, and other materials designed with the same goals in mind, will enhance the 

education of future chemistry students and hopefully reduce the frustration many students 

encounter when learning chemistry. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE "BIG PICTURE " 
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INTRODUCTION 

An intense curiousity and sense of wonder are some of the greatest encouragements for 

learning. These encouragements are some of what drives the scientific process. Many 

scientific observations, for example, the structures of proteins, DNA, and porphyrins 

evoke this sense of wonder. The structures of these types of molecules can be determined 

by NMR or X-ray crystallography, and the structure of a molecule has a great impact on its 

function. Proteins composed of different building blocks have both different shapes and 

functions. Similarly, base pairing in DNA is a localized effect which determines its three-

dimensional structure. While structurally less diverse, porphyrins also have different 

characteristics depending on their metal centers and complexing ligands. Given a structural 

observation, one might wonder what forces hold a specific assembly of atoms together to 

form a given structure. The scientific approach to answering this question involves 

breaking the observation up into a set of component parts or contributing factors that can be 

more easily understood. This retreat to first principles, when performed by multiple 

people, does not result in the same set of component parts. The basic principles one uses 

to understand a given situation will largely depend upon one's own background. For 

example a physicist may first study the smacture of a protein by examining electron density, 

a biologist may begin by correlating structure to function, while a chemist may look at 

bonding phenomena and intermolecular interactions. The point is that each scientist retreats 

to familiar territory where specific questions can be answered with confidence. Often new 

information will be required in order to fully understand the observation, so hypotheses are 

formulated and tested, and the scientific process continues. It is at this stage of the 

scientific process where new concepts must be introduced and understood. 

The scientific process is an effective learning method. By presenting students with a 

"Big Picture" view and encouraging them to find components of the scientific observation 
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which can be understood with familiar principles, they will discover what new information 

ihey require in order to understand the observation. In this manner students take an active 

"hands-on" role in the learning process. This approach will not only teach chemical 

concepts, but will demonstrate that chemistry is relevant to the "real world" and evoke the 

feeling of interest and wonder which can blossom into a true desire to learn, rather than the 

pursuit of a grade so typical of many students. 

As part of a program directed toward implementing the scientific process in teaching, 

three series of "Big Picture" QuickTime™ movies were developed and presented in lecture 

during the first two weeks of a discovery-based sophomore organic chemistry course. 

Topics dealing with the stjuctures of proteins, DNA, and porphyrins were chosen since 

many students have heard of and understand the "real-world" importance of these 

biological molecules. When polled, most of the students recognized DNA and identified its 

shape as a double helix, but none knew exactly why. Everyone knew that chlorophyll is 

green, deoxygenated blood is blue and oxygenated blood is red, yet were surprised to see 

the structural similarities. They began to wonder how slight structural differences could 

give rise to markedly different colors. The fact that proteins can have different shapes 

depending on their amino acid content also sparked curiosity. The interactive multimedia 

series of movies started from the "Big Picture" view in each of these cases, and gradually 

broke the problem down into component parts. Students were encouraged to think about 

the chemical principles which would help them to understand the individual components in 

order to better comprehend the entire chemical example. This collection of movies helped 

set a theme used throughout the semester that chemical concepts help in understanding the 

world around us. 
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MOVffiS 

The DNA series begins with a double helix rotating about the long axis to illustrate the 

polymer in a more three-dimensional representation than a still picture. Motion conveys 

depth much better than still pictures, and is very helpful when examining chemical 

structures. The first frame of this movie is shown in figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1. First frame of DNA rotation movie (Black and White). 

A subsequent movie narrows in on a component contributing to three-dimensional structure 

by extracting a portion of the DNA from the initial structure. The two pairs of isolated 

bases in this component are pulled apart, swapped with different bases, and then pushed 

back together. The viewer is encouraged to look for differences between the correctly and 

incorrectly paired bases and to consider what structural features lead to the experimental 

observation of one combination of bases and not the other. There are basically 2 possible 
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modes of binding. A close look at the molecules at the beginning and end of the movie 

reveals that a larger number of hydrogen bonds exists in the observed pairing than in the 

unobserved pairing. Another movie in the DNA series shows two different perspectives of 

one base in a pair rotating about its bond to the DNA backbone. Students are urged to 

consider intermolecular attractions in order to understand why the bases in DNA form 

planar, ladder-like rungs. 

The porphyrin series shows the difference in geometry of the heme portion of 

hemoglobin due to the presence or absence of oxygen. Two movies separately show 

rotating heme molecules with and without oxygen ligands. The molecules used in these 

movies are shown in figures 1.2 and 1.3. 

Figure 1.2. Oxygenated heme molecule. 
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This series encourages consideration of the effect of bonding and hybridization on chemical 

structure and electronic properties. While electronic properties are not covered in depth 

during organic chemistry, this series evoked interest from students about the relationship 

between chemical structure and color. 

Figure 1.3. Deoxygenated heme molecule. 

The protein series demonstrates protein secondary structure, illusu-ating left- and right-

handed alpha helices, an anti-parallel beta sheet shown in figure 1.4, and an animated 

conversion between anti-parallel and parallel beta sheets. Descriptions are given of the 

differences between left- and right-handed helices, and the problem is broken down to 

intermolecular attractions. Students are advised to look for attractions at the molecular level 
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that would stabilize the overall structures. Hydrogen bonds formed between various amino 

acids are very important in stabilizing protein secondary structures and students are once 

again reminded of the importance of basic chemical concepts for understanding real 

phenomena. 

Figure 1.4. Anti-parallel beta sheet. 

STUDENT RESPONSE 

The movies were favorably received in class, and many students were able to contribute 

to discussions about what additional information would be required in order to understand 

the "Big Picture" views they were shown. In fact, many students asked for the opportunity 

to "play" with the movies on their own outside of lecture. This interest was easily fulfilled 
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by using the hypermedia technology of the World Wide Web (WWW). The use of the 

WWW as a means of disseminating chemical information is a rapidly developing field.-'^-

It is an appropriate forum for these movies because the WWW allows interactive viewing 

of three dimensional structures. Additionally, all students at The University of Arizona 

have free access to the WWW from designated computer labs on campus and many (soon 

to be all) dormitories have internet connections available for students. Additionally, 

hyperlinks embedded in the pages introducing each movie series allow students to easily 

find additional information in their weak areas, while skimming through and/or skipping 

familiar topics. 

Once the WWW site was established, additions of hyperactive molecules such as a 

DNA strand naturally followed. Students enjoy this addition due to the full control they 

have over molecular rotations. For example, the movie demonstrating the DNA helix does 

not rotate the polymer around either short axis, so the viewer cannot look down on the 

base-pair "rungs" from the top. A hyperactive DNA molecule allows students to observe 

the molecule from any angle, rather then the particular rotation chosen for animation. 

Students can also choose various rendering options such as ball and stick, space-filling, 

and wireframe. The space-filling model graphically demonstrates that DNA isn't hollow 

down the center as many other views imply. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Three series of QuickTime™ movies have been developed to demonstrate a "Big 

Picture" view of a real-world chemical example. These movies have been made available to 

students via the WWW. Viewed in sequence, the movies first show a "Big Picture" based 

upon crystallographic data, and then narrow in on the components which contribute to the 

overall structure. Basic chemical concepts are needed in order to understand the 
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components, which then help in understanding the overall example. In this manner 

students actively participate in the learning process by engaging in tlie scientific process. 

Students discover how basic chemical concepts, such as bonding and structure, can explain 

interesting structural and physical properties of molecules. The movies are an attractive, 

interactive supplement for the principle goal of our teaching program, which is to involve 

students in their own learning by providing a curiosity-driven learning environment 



CHAPTER 2 

STEREOCHENnSTRY TUTORIAL 1 - ENANTIOMERS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Stereochemical concepts are typically some of the most difficult to learn for 

introductory organic students. These concepts require the ability to visualize three-

dimensional objects and to correlate the three-dimensional mental picture of these objects 

with several types of two-dimensional structural representations of the objects. 

Traditionally, stereochemical concepts are taught using a combination of written text, two-

dimensional pictures and diagrams, lectures, and demonstrations with molecular model 

kits. Many students spend money to buy a molecular model kit but only some students 

actively utilize this kit as a learning tool. A commonly heard question from instructors in 

response to student problems is "have you built a model?". Unfortunately, the answer is 

frequently, "no". The stereochemistry tutorial was designed to allow students to use pre-

built computer models, which can be rotated at the students whim, without requiring 

(although still encouraging) that the student actually learn to build these models. Students 

are still encouraged to build models when they run into problems, but can access the 

computer models as well. Many students cite the difficulty in constructing accurate three-

dimensional molecular models of two-dimensional ^ their reasons for not using their 

model kits. These computer models provide the three-dimensional perspective required for 

the understanding of stereochemical concepts, without requiring a great deal of student 

effort Additionally, these computer models can help students determine if they have built 

their own models correctly. 

This tutorial was also designed as a discovery-based learning exercise. Students 

can use this tutorial to explore different structures and to discover for themselves that 

stereochemically different arrangements of substituents around a carbon atom only occur 

when that carbon atom has four different substituents. The tutorial was designed to be 

available to students via the World Wide Web (WWW) through a graphical WWW browser 
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such as Netscape^^ or Mosaic''^ at any of the computer labs on campus or from their own 

computers. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the tutcriai involved the comparison of test 

scores from three different volunteer groups including a group that used only the tutorial, a 

group that saw only a lecture, and a group that both used the tutorial and saw the lecture. 

This tutorial provides a foundation for launching innovative teaching techniques to 

supplement more traditional approaches as well as making supplementary materials widely 

accessible and affordable to students through on-line sites. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The tutorial actually consists of four major components. The students are first expected 

to use the explorer component to "discover" that with a single sp^ carbon atom, four 

different substituents are required before multiple arrangements of the chosen substituents 

are possible. The second component provides some terminology for the concepts which 

they have already discovered to put their knowledge into the same context as that used by 

other chemists and chemistry students. The third component provides a multi-media 

approach to teaching the R-S nomenclature of chiral centers. The fourth component gives 

students the opportunity to practice finding stereocenters in larger molecules and cyclic 

structures, with detailed solutions. 

Component 1, the stereochemistry explorer, gives viewers the choice of working with 

one, two, three, or four different types of substituents around an sp3 carbon. Choosing the 

one type of substituent option leads the students to a single question, "How many unique 

ways can four hydrogen atoms be arranged around the central carbon in the structure 

shown above?" where the structure referred to is shown in Figure 2.1. The students can 

select one, two, three, or four as their answer. After their answer is selected it is evaluated 

by a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) script. An incorrect answer results in the 
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suggestion that building a model might help. Students are congratulated for correct 

answers. An explained solution can be accessed wliich includes a short movie clip rotating 

methane into several equivalent views and the molecular coordinates of methane so that 

students can rotate the structure as they wish. 

1 

2 ^3 
Figure 2.1. Tetrahedral carbon used in stereochemistry tutorial 1. 

If the student had instead chosen to work with two, three, or four different types of 

substituents, they are given a choice of several different combinations of substituents. This 

choice allows students to discover that the number of different substituents is more 

important than the identity of the substituents when considering stereochemical concepts. 

Once a selection has been made, the student is shown molecules with the chosen 

substituents placed at each of the four positions on the tetrahedral carbon shown in figure 

2.1. For example, if three different types of substituents were chosen, followed by 

selection of a hydrogen, a chlorine and two bromines for the identity of the substituents, 

the student would be shown all the structures in figure 2.2 and would be asked to consider 

their relationships. The box around the first structure shown indicates that it is a link to the 

molecular coordinates in PDB format. This allows students to rotate this structure and 

compare different views to the other structures. The tutorial encourages students to try this 

to determine if any of the structures are identical, or non-identical mirror images. An 

interactive question at the bottom of the page asks the relationship between the various 

structures. The responses to this question are: 

Each one is different from each of the others (they are not superimposable) 

The pair shown on each line are mirror images 
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The pair shown on each line are the same structure but are different from the pairs 

shown on oilier lines 

All of the structures are the same (they ate superimposable) 

Correct relationship is not given 

CL" iBr 

Hydrogen at 1, Chlorine at 2 

Cl 

Hydrogen at 2, Chlorine at 1 

H 
I 

^Ci> iBr 
Br'' Vl 

Hydrogen at 1, Chlorine at 3 

Cl 
I 

,CL' iBr 
Br- ^ 

Hydrogen at 3, Chlorine at 1 

H Cl 

Hydrogen at 1, Chlorine at 4 Hydrogen at 4, Chlorine at 1 

H 

Br 

'Br 

Br 
I 

.C-' 'Br 
'n CK 

Hydrogen at 2, Chlorine at 3 " Hydrogen at 3, Chlorine at 2 

Br 

,C!;a 
H' 

Hydrogen at 2, Chlorine at 4 

Br 

Cl' *br Hydrogen at 4, Chlorine at 2 

Br Br 

Br- Br- Vl 
" Hydrogen at 3, Chlorine at 4 Hydrogen at 4, Chlorine at 3 

Figure 2.2. All possible arrangements for a hydrogen, chlorine and two bromines. 

The explained solution for this question states "Every structure shown is a different 

rotation of the same structure. To convince yourself, build a model with a central carbon 

atom, one hydrogen atom, one chlorine atom, and two bromine atoms. Go back to the 
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previous screen and rotate it until it matches each picture in turn. Since you won't need to 

take the model apart to make it match each and every structure, they are all the same. The 

following diagram shows how the final two structures from the last link can be 

interconverted. Hold your model so it resembles the first picture. Then rotate it so that the 

hydrogen moves upward and the two bromine atoms switch places. (An intermediate step 

is shown to demonstrate in which direction we rotated our model)" Figure 2.3 shows the 

diagram which is used during the explanation. A movie is also included which performs 

the described rotation. This explanation emphasizes the goal of the project which is to 

foster curiosity-driven learning in which the students interact with the mtorial to "discover" 

the principles of organic chemistry. 

Br Br,^^ H Br 

V. CI 

Figure 2.3. Diagram explaining rotation needed to convert two su^ctures. 

When students choose four different substituents to explore, all possible placements of 

the four substituents are displayed followed by a question about the relationship between 

the structures. The answers that can be chosen fall into three classes for this question 

rather than the simple correct/incorrect answer for the previous parts. Each response in the 

selection of answers is either correct but incomplete, incorrect, or correct and complete in 

its description of the relationship between the structures. A correct but incomplete answer 

that a students could select indicates that each suiicture shown has a mirror image. The 

correct and complete answer includes this fact, but also indicates that each structure has 

several identical matches among the displayed structures. The CGI script which evaluates 
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student responses provides students a detailed description of whether their answer is 

correct and complete, correct but incomplete, or incorrecL Students providing incorrect or 

correct but incomplete answers are encouraged to return to page showing the structures to 

consider what relationship they overlooked. 

Component 2 of the stereochemistry tutorial defines the terms chiral, achiral, 

stereocenter, chiral center, stereogenic center, optically active, and enantiomer. These 

definitions are provided since they are conventions used by the chemical community rather 

than concepts which can be explored. Students are expected to be able to use and 

understand these terms during lecture and on exams. 

Component 3 of the stereochemistry tutorial demonstrates the need for a consistent way 

to designate a particular stereochemical configuration and walks through a very simple 

example. Links to more complicated examples can also be examined, each one 

demonstrating a commonly mistaken nomenclature problem. For example, students 

commonly incorrectly assign an n-pentyl group a higher priority than an isopropyl group. 

One of the more complicated examples demonstrates how priorities are assigned based on 

the first point of difference, rather than the total number of high priority atoms. An 

isopropyl group has a higher priority than an n-pentyl group because the first point of 

difference is that the carbon attached to the chiral center has two other connected carbons in 

the isopropyl group rather dian one other connected carbon in the n-pentyl group. 

The fourth component provides practice for students finding stereocenters in acyclics, 

rings, and ring systems. This component was added after evaluation of the tutorial due to 

poor performance by all students on related test questions. Detailed solutions discuss each 

carbon atom in the practice problems and refer to the substituents to explain whether or not 

that carbon atom is a stereocenter. 
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EVALUATION 

The evaluation of the stereochemistry tutorial using objective test results indicates that 

students can learn the material equally well using all combinations of learning methods that 

were evaluated. Students hearing the 30 minute lecture who did not use the 

stereochemistry tutorial scored a median of 7 points, which was exactly the same as 

students who had 30 minutes of access to the tutorial. Students who heard the 30 minute 

lecture and had 30 minutes of access to the tutorial, scoring a slightly higher median of 7.5 

points. The high score of 12 out of 14 was achieved by a student who heard the lecture 

and utilized the tutorial. This score was 1 point higher than the best score from a student 

hearing only the lecture. Due to the small group sizes (n=6) and variation in scores, this 

difference is not statistically significanL This similarity in performance is probably due to 

the evaluation timing. Students were given the test immediately after the lecture or tutorial, 

rather than several weeks later as would be more commonly found in a classroom situation. 

This gave them no chance to study or to forget the material in their normal fashion. 

The evaluation of the stereochemistry tutorial based on the subjective evaluation by the 

students indicates that all students found the tutorial at least somewhat helpful. Students 

indicated that the visual aspect, the reinforcement and practice, the different presentation 

and explanations, and the hands-on, interactive nature were reasons that they found the 

tutorial helpful. Students agreed that working with the tutorial was more enjoyable than 

reading the material from a textbook, although some found the lecture more enjoyable. 

Students also indicated that the explained solutions with movies were more helpful than 

those with still pictures, so future revisions will continue to take advantage of the more 

three-dimensional forms of hypermedia. 

The results of the subjective evaluation seem to indicate that students may be more 

interested in studying difficult concepts using this type of exploratory tutorial rather than 
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reading from a textbook. This increased interest may translate into an increase in the 

amount of time spent constructively studying. In a more typical classroom situation, 

students who use this tutorial probably will score slightly higher and have a better 

understanding of the material than students who do not 



CHAPTERS 

STEREOCKE^^STRY TUTORIAL 2 - DIASTEREOMERS 
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INTRODUCTION 

The traditional order for the presentation of stereochemical concepts is to first 

present cis/trans isomers. Students fairly rapidly become familiar and comfortable with this 

concept before they are presented with the concept of mirror images, or enantiomers. This 

topic is considerably more difficult and is often immediately followed by that even less 

familiar concept, the non-identical non-mirror image pair of structures called diastereomers. 

A final loop is thrown into the typical student's fragile understanding of stereoisomers 

when they are presented with a meso compound, a compound which has chiral centers and 

diastereomers, but no enantiomer. The tutorials described herein can be used as 

supplementary study materials in the traditional order to help students obtain a more 

complete understanding of each concept Three-dimensional movies demonstrating the 

direction in which a molecule must be rotated in order to see that it is the mirror image of 

another structure help students to develop a mental picture of three-dimensional objects. 

These tutorials can also be used before teaching the subjects of stereochemistry, giving 

students a chance to explore and discover stereochemical concepts prior to covering them in 

lecture. 

This tutorial was also designed to allow students to explore combinations of chiral 

centers and to discover meso compounds and diastereomers. It has been argued that the 

discovery approach stimulates interest and teaches chemistry the way that chemistry is 

performed.Additionally, the National Science Education Standards promote inquiry-

based programs.^' This method should also provide such benefits for students seeking to 

understand the concepts of stereochemistry. The practice problems included in the tutorial 

serve to 'cement' the discovered concepts and place them into an exam question format 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This tutorial consists of three modules. The first module is the explorer module, in 

which students 'discover' the concepts of diastereomers and meso compounds as well as 

reinforcing the concept of enantiomers from the first tutorial. The second module is a 

terminology glossary. This module places new concepts introduced in this tutorial into the 

same context and language used in class and by chemists. The third module provides 

practice problems covering concepts introduced in both the first and second tutorial. 

The explorer module provides students with the choice of working with two, three, or 

four chiral centers in a molecule. Choosing two substituents requires an additional choice 

of whether the molecule should be symmetric or asymmeuic. This distinction guides 

students to consider the context under which meso compounds occur. Selection of a 

symmetric molecule leads to three stereoisomers rather than the maximum four that can 

occur when taking the combination of two possible configurations for two chiral centers. 

Regardless of the choices made, tutorial users are provided with two-dimensional 

pictures linked to three-dimensional coordinates for every possible combination of chiral 

centers. Figure 3.1 shows the structures provided when a symmetric molecule with two 

chiral centers is selected. The tutorial prompts students to consider the stereochemical 

relationships between the displayed structures and suggests that using the three-

dimensional models may be helpful for visualizing three-dimensional relationships. 

Students are specifically prompted to consider if any of the structures are identical, mirror 

images of each other, or neither. Students can access a brief lesson on Fischer projections 

from any tutorial page using such representations if they do not recognize the structural 

notation. 
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Figure 3.1. Result of student selection of two chiral centers in a symmetric molecule. 

Three questions evaluated by a CGI-script provide a self-evaluation opportunity for 

students to determine if they are correctly identifying the stereochemical relationships. 

These three questions are: 

Which structures are mirror images which are not identical? 

Which structures are identical? 

Which structures are not mirror images and are also not identical? 

After answering these questions and submitting them for evaluation by the CGI-script, 

students are provided a summary of their performance and a link to the explained solutions 

to the questions. The most common mistake students would make in this section for 

symmetric molecules would be to incorrectly identify the R/S and S/R suiictures as non-

identical mirror images. These structures are mirror images, but they are superimposable 

due to the symmetry in the molecule. Figure 3.2 is part of the explanation provided on the 

solution page. 
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Figure 3.2. Diagram showing how the R/S and S/R structures are identical. 

This diagram demonstrates that the R/S and S/R structures are related by a rotation 

of the molecule, and can be superimposed. Superimposable molecules are identical even if 

they are depicted in different orientations. The diagram shown in figure 3.2 is a link to a 

short movie showing this rotation in three dimensions. For students following along with 

a hand-held model, the movie shows them in real time how to manipulate the model to 

resemble both structural representations of this meso compound. 

Students selecting and exploring three chiral centers will discover that there are no 

combinations of three chiral centers which result in identical structures as in the symmetric. 
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two chiral center example. This prompts students to consider the circumstances under 

which meso compounds occur, and helps Ihem lo walch for such siluaiions on exams. 

Component 2 of this stereochemistry tutorial defines the terms enantiomers, 

diastereomers, and meso compounds. These definitions are conventions used by chemists, 

and cannot be "discovered" interactively. These terms simplify discussion of 

stereochemistry and are provided so that students will begin to use proper terminology. 

Component 3 of this stereochemistry tutorial provides smdents with simple practice 

problems for self-evaluation. Students are asked to select the R/S/S structure from several 

possibilities in the first question. They are also asked to choose its enantiomer and 

diastereomer in other questions. These practice problems combine nomenclature, 

terminology and stereochemical concepts in a manner similar to exam questions. 

EVALUATION 

This tutorial was evaluated by a volunteer group of students who had previously 

learned stereochemistry in traditional organic chemistry courses. These students gave a 

favorable evaluation of the tutorial, indicating that it would have been a very helpful 

learning tool had it been available when they learned stereochemistry. Students cited the 

visual aspects of the tutorial among its strengths. Movies showing molecular 

manipulations were found to be very helpful. Students also appreciated the detailed 

explanations available with each set of questions asked by the tutorial. 



CHAPTER 4 

STEREOCHEMISTRY TUTORIAL 3 - CYCLIC/ALKENE ISOMERS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, students are introduced to cis/trans stereoisomers very early in their 

study of organic chemistry. Textbooks present this concept as a fact, using examples to 

demonstrate that two stereoisomers are possible for many cyclic and double-bonded 

compounds. Often, the nomenclature of such compounds is used to lead in to the 

stereochemical concept. This approach is contrary to the "Big Picture" approach of 

teaching chemistry. Students who understand the concept of stereochemically different 

cyclic or double-bonded isomers would understand the necessity of such nomenclature and 

would be more likely to study the nomenclature of such compounds. Chemistry taught in 

this manner uses concepts to convey the importance of rules such as those encountered in 

nomenclature. 

In keeping with the explorer type of tutorial described throughout this thesis, a 

multi-media stereochemistry explorer tutorial was developed to help students discover 

cis/trans isomerism. Four modules used during the course of the tutorial include an alkene 

explorer module, an explorer module for cyclic structures, a nomenclature module, and a 

module with practice problems for use as a self-evaluation tool. Smdents are encouraged to 

build alkenes and cyclic structures with different combinations of substituents. This 

tutorial is extremely interactive and easy to use, with fewer lines of instructions than in 

previously described tutorials. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The geometric isomers tutorial consists of four modules. The first two modules are 

explorer modules, in which the students interactively build structures by selecting 

substituents to place at various positions. One of these explorer module focuses on 
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alkenes, the other on cyclic structures. After selecting substituents, students are provided 

with the requested structure and are asked a series of questions about that structure 

designed to encourage consideration of stereochemical concepts. The third module teaches 

the nomenclature of geometric stereoisomers. The final module provides practice and a 

self-evaluation opportunity in recognizing and naming stereoisomers. 

The first explorer module presents the structural formula shown in figure 4.1 and 

prompts the students for their choice of substituents for positions A, B, C, and D. 

Sufficient choices are provided that students can choose four of the same substituent, four 

different substituents, and several mixed combinations. The tutorial encourages students to 

explore each of these possibilities. The substituent selections are evaluated by a CGI script 

on the server and a two-dimensional structure is retumed to the student Three-dimensional 

coordinates are not provided due to the planarity of alkenes. To lead the students to 

discovering geometric isomerism, the following four questions are asked about each 

structure they build: 

1. If the substituents you chose for positions A and B were switched, would the 

molecule be the same? 

2. If you selected 'no' for question 1, what would the relationship between the 

current molecule and the changed molecule be? 

3. If the substituents you chose for positions A and C were switched, would the 

molecule be the same? 

4. If you selected 'yes' for question 3, what would the relationship between the 

current molecule and the changed molecule be? 
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Students are provided buttons indicating yes and no for questions 1 and 3. The 

choicc of answers provided for questions 2 and 4 are: conformationa! isomers, 

stereoisomers, and constitutional isomers. 

Figure 4.1. Structural formula used in stereochemistry tutorial 3 to build alkene isomers. 

Questions 1 and 3 guide students to consider that stereoisomers have the same 

connectivity, and constitutional isomers do not If the switch in substituents A and B leads 

to a different compound, the answer to question 2 will always be stereoisomers. This is 

due to the fact that A and B are connected to the same atom. If the switch in substituents A 

and C leads to a different compound, the answer to question 4 will always be constitutional 

isomers because A and C are not connected to the same atom. 

The second explorer module presents the structural formula shown in figure 4.2 

and prompts the students for their choice of substituents for positions A, B, C, and D. 

Sufficient choices are provided that students can choose four of the same substituent, four 

different substituents, and several mixed combinations. The tutorial encourages students to 

explore each of these possibilities. The substituent selections are evaluated by a CGI script 

on the server and a two-dimensional structure is returned to the student. To lead the 

students to discovering that geometric isomerism occurs in rings as well as alkenes, the 

following four questions are asked about each cyclic structure they build: 

1. If the substituents you chose for positions A and B were switched, would the 

molecule be the same? 
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2. If you selected 'no' for question 1, what would be the relationship between the 

current molecule and the changed molecule? 

3. If the substituents you chose for positions A and C were switched, would the 

molecule be the same? 

4. If you selected 'yes' for question 3, what would be the relationship between the 

current molecule and the changed molecule? 

Students are provided buttons indicating yes and no for questions 1 and 3. The 

choice of answers provided for questions 2 and 4 are: conformational isomers, 

stereoisomers, and constitutional isomers. 

A C 

Figure 4.2. Structural formula used in stereochemistry tutorial 3 to build cyclic isomers. 

Questions 1 and 3 guide students to consider that stereoisomers have the same 

connectivity, and constitutional isomers do not. If the switch in substituents A and B leads 

to a different compound, the answer to question 2 will always be stereoisomers. This is 

due to the fact that A and B are connected to the same atom. If the switch in substituents A 

and C leads to a different compound, the answer to question 4 will always be constitutional 

isomers because A and C are not connected to the same atom. 

These explorer modules demonstrate a significant simplification relative to the 

explorer modules for the tutorials described in chapters 2 and 3. Students have far fewer 

pages to explore in order to completely cover the tutorial topic and less instructions must be 

read. Rather than having a new web page for each number of different substituents on the 

B D 
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double bond or ring, students are instructed to try many combinations, but can do so from 

the same page each time. This requires only one reading of the instructions, making the 

tutorial more interactive and less tedious. This tutorial places more responsibility for 

exploration on the student. A student could be reasonably certain that if every link had 

been followed in the first two tutorials, the tutorial topic would have been completely 

explored. This progression of providing less guidance as students learn how to perform 

discovery-based learning is important to prevent students from becoming bored. 

The third module introduces cis/trans nomenclature and the more generally 

applicable E/Z nomenclature. The rules for nomenclature are discussed, and examples are 

provided which demonstrate common student mistakes. Several examples have links to 

solutions, rather than in-line explanations. This format allows these examples to be used as 

additional practice problems. 

EVALUATION 

This tutorial was evaluated by a volunteer group of students who had learned 

stereochemistry during the course of a traditional organic chemistry course. Students 

indicated that this tutorial would have been very helpful during their study of 

stereochemistry. One student cited that the constant quiz2dng would have been very helpful 

in evaluating her ability to apply the concepts. The simplicity of this tutorial relative to 

previous tutorials was also appreciated. Students who have used computer-based study 

tutorials on disk or CD also indicated that the availability on the World Wide Web was a 

great convenience. 



CHAPTERS 

STEREOCHENHSTRY TUTORIAL 4 - BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER 
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INTRODUCTION 

Although stereochemistry is a subject consisting of three-dimensional concepts, 

examinations on the subject are put together on two-dimensional paper. The tutorials 

described in chapters 3 through 5 incorporate many pictures of two-dimensional 

representations of molecules, with links to the three-dimensional coordinates of the 

molecules. This availability of multiple representations of each molecule helps students to 

build a mental correlation between the various representations of chemical structures. It 

may also, however, increase their reliance on the availability of a three-dimensional model 

in order to demonstrate their understanding of stereochemical principles. This final 

stereochemistry tutorial allows students to test themselves on stereochemical concepts 

presented in a two-dimensional format to estimate their performance on course 

examinations. Students are allowed to fall back on "hints" in the form of definitions and 

three-dimensional coordinates, but receive fewer points for correct answers after receiving 

hints. The tutorial consists of twenty questions of gradually increasing difficulty about 

stereochemical properties of a molecule or collection of molecules. Each of these questions 

can be asked in reference to any one of four molecules or sets of molecules, one of which 

is randomly chosen for the student. Thus, in two uses of the tutorial, different "exams" 

will be given. This allows effective use of the tutorial as both a pre-test, so students may 

find their weaknesses for further study, and as a post-test, so students can verify that they 

are well-prepared for the examination. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The fourth stereochemistry tutorial is "The Stereochem Game". This tutorial 

provides a series of twenty stereochemistry questions differing in complexity from "Does 
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the molecule shown have a chiral center?" to "Which of the following pairs of structures are 

atropisomcrs?". The game maintains a running scorc of a student's performance 

throughout the tutorial. Students who are not sure how to answer a question can buy a 

hint, resulting in a smaller number of points available for a correct response. These hints 

are in the form of definitions and/or links to three-dimensional coordinates of the molecules 

in the question. 

Each question used in the game has four possible molecules or molecule sets of 

which one is randomly chosen for each student This variation in the game allows a single 

student to effectively use the tutorial during several stages of study without worry that the 

answers are derived from memory rather than conceptual understanding. The tutorial can 

be used by students to determine weak areas, allowing further study of topics for which 

performance was poor. The tutorial can also be used after additional study to verify that 

student performance and understanding is improving. Continued use of the tutorial results 

in a different "exam". 

The twenty questions asked during the course of the game follow. The four 

random selections of structure or structure set to which they refer are shown in figures 5.1 

through 5.15. Hints available for each question are also detailed. 

Question 1: Does this molecule have a chiral center? (Figure 5.1) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that the 

terra chiral center is synonymous with stereocenter or stereogenic center. 
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Figure 5.1. Four structure selections used in question 1. 

Question 2: How many chiral centers does this molecule have? (Figure 5.2) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that the 

term chiral center is synonymous with stereocenter or stereogenic center. 

Question 3: What is the maximum number of stereoisomers possible for the 

molecule shown below? (Figure 5.2) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that 

each chiral center has two possible configurations. 

Figure 5.2. Four structure selections used in questions 2 and 3. 

Question 4: What is the stereochemical configuration in the following molecule? 

(Figure 5.3) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that 

chiral centers are assigned either R or S designations. 
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CHjCHj Br CH2CH3 CH2CH3 

CHÂ  Br CHjCHjCHa 

Figure 5.3. Four structure selections used in question 4. 

Question 5: What is the stereochemical configuration in the following molecule? 

(Figure 5.4) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that the 

convention for choosing R/S configuration assumes that the lowest 

priority substituent is directed away from the viewer. 

CHO CHO CH3 CH3 

HO- -H H- OH BRII,..] 

CHJOH CHJOH H CHJCHF 

Figure 5.4. Four structure selections used in question 5. 

Question 6: What is the stereochemical configuration in the following molecule? 

(Figure 5.5) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that 

alkene configurations are assigned either E or Z. 

H ^CHjCHj BICH2CH2^, 
^ 

CH/  H CH /^ CH/' ^CH, CH /^ 

Figure 5.5. Four structure selections used in question 6. 
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Question 7: Does the following molecule have a stereoisomer? (Figure 5.6) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that 

stereoisomers have the same connectivity but different arrangements of 

atoms in space. 

Question 8: Does the following molecule have an enantiomer? (Figure 5.6) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that 

enantiomers are non-superimposable mirror images. 

Question 9: Does the following molecule have a diastereomer? (Figure 5.6) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that 

diastereomers are non-superimposable non-mirror images. 

Br Br Br Br Br 

Br 

Figure 5.6. Four structure selections used in questions 7, 8 and 9. 

Question 10: Choose the enantiomer of structure number 1. (Figure 5.7) 

The hint available upon nsquest includes links to the molecular coordinates 

for all structures used in the question, and a reminder that rotation around 

single bonds is a conformational change, rather than a stereochemical 

change. 

Question 11: Choose the diastereomer of structure number 1. (Figure 5.7) 
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The hint available upon request includes links to the molecular coordinates 

for all structures used in the question, and a reminder that rotation around 

single bonds is a conformational change, rather than a stereochemical 

change. 
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Figure 5.7. Structure sets used in questions 10 and 11. 

Question 12: What is the relationship between the molecules below? (Figure 5.8) 

The hint available upon request includes links to the molecular coordinates 

for all structures used in the question, and definitions of the terms 
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enantiomer, diastereomer, constitutional isomer, and conformational 

isomer. 
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Figure 5.8. Structure pairs used in question 12. 

Question 13: Choose the enantiomer of structure number 1. (Figure 5.9) 

The hint available upon request includes links to the molecular coordinates 

for all strucmres used in the question, and a reminder that rotation around 

single bonds is a conformational change, rather than a stereochemical 

change. 

Question 14; Choose the diastereomer of structure number 1. (Figure 5.9) 
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The hint available upon request includes links to the molecular coordinates for all 

structures used in the question, and a reminder that rotation around single 

bonds is a conformational change, rather than a stereochemical change. 
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Figure 5.9. Structure sets used in questions 13 and 14. 

Question 15; How many chiral centers does this molecule have? (Figure 5.10) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that a 

chiral center must have four different substituents. Also included in the 

hint is a clarification that a substituent is an entire group. 

Figure 5.10. Structures used in question 15. 

Question 16: What is the stereochemical configuration in the following molecule? 

(Figure 5.11) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular 

coordinates for the structure used in the question, and a reminder that 

substituents on a ring are described as being on the same side, or across 

the ring from each other. Also included in the hint is the definition: 

transcontinental is across the continent. 

CO 

CH3 

Figure 5.11. Structures used in question 16. 



Question 17: Choose the mcso compound. (Figure 5.12) 

The hint available upon request includes links to the molecular coordinates for all 

structures used in the question, and a reminder that meso compounds are 

achiral compounds with chiral centers. 
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Figure 5.12. Structure sets used in question 17. 

Question 18: Does this molecule rotate plane polarized light? (Figure 5.13) 

The hint available upon request includes a link to the molecular coordinates for the 

structure used in the question, and a reminder that plane polarized light is 

rotated by chiral molecules. 

H O CH,CH2 CH, H CH, 

CH3CH2CH2..NV J 
*^3 ^CHJ CH3CH2CH2 H CHf H 

Figure 5.13. Structures used in question 18. 

Question 19: Which of the following unusual molecules would have an optical 

rotation? Figure 5.14) 

The hint available upon request includes links to the molecular coordinates for all 

structures used in the question, and a reminder that optical rotation 

depends on having chiral molecules. 
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Figure 5.14. Su^cture sets used in question 19. 

Question 20: Which of the following pairs of structures are atropisoraers? (Figure 

5.15) 

The hint available on request is a reminder that atropisoraers are 

conforraational isoraers which cannot interconvert due to restricted single 

bond rotation for steric or other reasons. 
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Figure 5.15. Structure sets used in questions 20. 

At first glance, several of these questions appear to be redundant. Nevertheless, 

each question addresses a separate concept or a common problem area for students. 

Question 2 and question 15 are worded identically, but question 15 addresses a common 

student problem of concept application. Students become so accustomed to looking for 

chiral centers in relatively small, acyclic molecules that they become very confused when 

presented with large molecules such as those used in question 15. Questions 4, 5, 6 and 
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16 have the same wording, and questions 4 and 5 both deal with configuration at a chiral 

center. The difference in the molecules used in question 5 is tliat the lowest priority 

substituent is not directed away from the viewer as stated in the rules for assigned 

configuration. Question 6 concerns the configuradon of alkenes and question 16 deals with 

substituted ring isomers. Questions 10 and 11 apparently match questions 13 and 14. The 

first two questions deal with compounds containing only chiral centers, the second two mix 

chiral centers and alkenes. Frequendy, students fail to study combinations of chiral centers 

and alkenes. 

These twenty questions offer a comprehensive stereochemistry study and self-

evaluation tool for sophomore organic chemistry students. The questions cover 

identification and nomenclature of chiral centers, stereoisomeric relationships, meso 

compounds and a wide variety of structural representations used to represent 

stereochemistry. 

EVALUATION 

This tutorial was evaluated by a volunteer group of students who learned 

stereochemistry without the aid of hypermedia tutorials. Response to this tutorial was 

endiusiastic with several strong points noted. One student indicated that having hints with 

an associated point penalty would have decreased her dependency on the book. She 

indicated that when performing problems from the book, she had often resorted to using 

the problem solution as a hinL Another student indicated that the number of choices 

provided as solutions for each problem would discourage guessing. Multiple students cited 

the visual aspects of hypermedia available in the hints as strong points. 
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CONCLUSIONS - TUTORIALS 

Four interactive, multi-media stereochemistry tutorials have been developed and made 

available on the WWW. These tutorials were evaluated by volunteers enrolled in honors 

organic chemistry (CHEM 242H) at The University of Arizona and by other excellent 

students who took organic chemistry (CHEM 241) within the previous five years. This 

cross-section of students may not be representative of the student population enrolled in 

organic chemistry and some changes to these tutorials may be required for broader use. 

Discovery-based stereochemistry tutorials (Stereochemistry Tutorials 1-3) are an 

innovative supplement to existing methods for teaching stereochemistry. Such 

supplements are needed because a complete understanding of stereochemical concepts does 

not come intuitively, but only through examination of three-dimensional models and 

exercises utilizing these concepts. Interactive tutorials are newer and less tedious than 

Uraditional written problems from the end of the chapter. These tutorials, however, require 

some conscientious effort on the part of the student. No scorecard is maintained, and 

students may randomly click through the tutorial without answering the questions, or may 

simply guess and look at explained solutions. Their benefit from this will be minimal. 

The Stereochem Game (Stereochemistry Tutorial 4) provides students with an 

interactive and challenging environment in which to practice their understanding of 

stereochemical concepts. Students have the option of buying a hint for certain questions, 

which provides a more "tutor-like" interaction than a solutions manual. No solution 

explanations are available, and a running score is maintained. Random guessing will result 

in scores of approximately 25 out of 100 points. 

The evaluation of the first tutorial indicates that students may not immediately obtain 

increased test scores. Evaluation of all tutorials indicated, however, that students will 

enjoy studying the material more and should, therefore, retain more of what they learn. 



CHAPTER 6 

IMPORTANCE OF STRUCTURE - A LABORATORY EXERQSE 
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INTRODUCTION 

The importance of chemical structure and conformation on physical properties, 

chemical reactivity, and reaction rates is well-documented.The SN2 reaction is one 

example showing the importance of substrate structure on chemical reactivity, and the E2 

reaction of substituted cyclohexanes is a classical example of the effect of conformation on 

reaction rate. These subjects are traditionally taught in first-year organic chemistry lecture 

courses, but are not always reinforced by emphasis in concurrent laboratory courses. One 

laboratory which emphasizes the importance of structure on physical properties involves 

synthesis and molecular mechanics modeling of a series of esters to derive a correlation 

between structure and odor.^^ A different laboratory utilizes molecular mechanics to 

correlate structure to product distribution.^^ Computational chemistry laboratories and 

exercises assigned with lecture and laboratory courses offer a unique opportunity for 

students to explore chemical structures and their effect on reactivity and physical 

properties.^^'^^ 

Computational methods are rapidly expanding into all facets of chemistry 

This growth must be accompanied by concomitant integration of teaching computational 

methods in the undergraduate chemistry curriculum to better prepare students for the 

careers in chemisuy and the computer-oriented society in which they live. Two problems 

which hinder the ability of chemisuy departments to include laboratories on computational 

techniques is the expense of hardware purchases and software licenses. The computational 

component of this structure laboratory surmounts at least one and possibly both of these 

problems through its availability on the World Wide Web (WWW). Many campuses 

maintain computer labs available to students, removing the need for separate computer labs 

maintained by chemistry departments. Additionally, all software necessary to utilize this 

laboratory is freeware or can be substituted with freeware. 
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The laboratory consists of two sections. During the first section, students use a 

chemical structure building program to generate three-dimensional coordinates of 

substituted cyclohexane conformations. These coordinates are submitted through the 

WWW for various computations. Students then submit their results through the WWW to 

their instructor along with answers to various questions concerning the validity of 

comparisons that could be made with their results. The second section provides students 

with several types of calculated results on various alkyl halides that are used to predict the 

relative reactivities of these compounds by the SNi and SN2 mechanisms. Students then 

determine the relative reactivities experimentally and evaluate the quality of the calculated 

predictions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The structure laboratory was developed to teach students the importance of three-

dimensional structure on chemical properties as well as to introduce students to the field 

and practice of computational chemistry. The laboratory consists of two parts. Part 1 

introduces computational chemistry and conformational preferences of substituted 

cyclohexanes. Students use the World Wide Web to submit computations and discuss their 

results. Part 2 demonstrates the effect of structure on chemical reactivity with a qualitative 

comparison of alkyl halide reactivity under SNi and SN2 conditions. Students use 

computational results available on the web site to make predictions about relative chemical 

reactivity. They then test their predictions in an experimental laboratory. The instructions 

for the structure laboratory are accessed on the WWW at 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/lab/ using a web browser such as Netscape or Mosaic. 
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Part 1 of the structure laboratory was developed with four major goals. First, to 

familiarize studenls with a 3-dimensional chemical slrucluie drawing program. Second, U> 

familiarize students with using the WWW as an information resource. Third, to introduce 

students to some basic computational chemistry methods. Finally, to provide students with 

comparative data on conformational energies of substituted cyclohexane conformations. 

The first part of the laboratory exercise requires students to build both chair 

conformations of one monosubstituted cyclohexane, one cis-disubstituted cyclohexane, and 

one trans-disubstituted cyclohexane. Students are provided a link to instructions for 

generating coordinates for these conformations in an appropriate file format using 

Chem3D, but any other molecule building program could be substituted with use of the file 

format conversion capabilities of Babel.'"'''^^ Once coordinates for conformations have 

been generated, students can submit them for various calculations. Students are provided 

access to calculations at three levels of theory; molecular mechanics,'*^ semi-empirical,'*^''*^ 

and ab initio.^^ Students are instructed to choose one force field or basis set at each level 

of theory. Force fields at the molecular mechanics level of theory include MM2,'*^ MM3,'*^ 

AMBER,'*^ and OPLS.'*® Available force fields at the semi-empirical level of theory 

include the MNDO,'*^ AMl,^® and PM3.'*^ Basis sets at the ab initio level of theory 

include the ST0-3G, 3-21G(*), and 6-3IG*. Although the laboratory is set up to imply 

that calculations are performed on request, considerable time and computational resources 

would have to be dedicated for this purpose. The calculated results have actually been pre

determined, but students are required to utilize chemical structure drawing programs to 

generate the molecular coordinates for the experience of doing so. Once the "Submit 

Calculation" button has been clicked, the students receive the calculated energies for each 

submitted conformation with links to the minimized molecular coordinates in Brookhaven 
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Protein Databank (PDB) format The PDB coordinates can be viewed with a helper 

application such as RasMoI. 

Students submit a summary and discussion of their results for Part 1 of the 

structure laboratory via the WWW. Students list the energies determined by each method, 

and they determine the energy difference between conformations, correlating the number of 

axial and equitorial substituents for each conformation. Students also answer questions 

concerning the validity of comparisons using their computational results. They must 

determine whether their results indicate that energies, conformational energy differences, or 

energy trends obtained by different methods are comparable and they attempt to explain 

surprising results. The questions asked are: 

Are the energies obtained by the different methods comparable? 

Are the energy differences obtained by the different methods comparable? 

Is the same lowest energy conformation predicted by each of the methods? 

The lower energy conformation tends to have what features? 

Did any of your molecules have two conformations with the same energy? If so, why 

were they the same? 

Results submitted via the WWW are processed by a Common Gateway Interface 

(CGI) script on the web server. This script e-mails each student's input to the instructor 

and returns an energy difference table (Table 6.1) and an energy table (Table 6.2) for all 

compounds to the student The student is directed to be prepared to compare the results in 

discussion. The comprehensive results table provides students a better perspective for 

considering the types of valid comparisons at different levels of computational theory. 
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Table 6.1. Energy Difference Table Available to Students After Results Submission. 

Group Molecular Mechanics Semi-Empirical Ab Initio 

MM2 MM3 AMBER OPLS MNDO AMI PM3 ST0-3G 3-21G{*) 6-21G(*) 

Mono 

CH3 28.83 38.06 7.713 3.27 -36.19 -43.70 -36.87 -169467.5 -170518.4 -171463.1 

— 36.27 45.49 12.00 10.74 -35.16 -4228 -35.75 -169465.6 -170516.5 -171460.8 

OH 30.06 40.52 4.549 3.58 -74.96 -82.43 -71.19 -191587.0 -192867.4 -193938.4 

— 32.52 43.62 3.85 5.69 -74.76 -81.15 -70.13 -191586.8 -192868.3 -193938.1 

F 26.78 35.09 6.38 3.78 -76.37 -84.42 -74.10 -206409.7 -207857.8 -209000.9 

— 27.42 36.03 7.65 7.13 -76.07 -83.17 -73.75 -206409.5 -207858.6 -209001.6 

Cis 

I.2-F2 34.08 44.04 15.22 23.60 -11736 -127.39 -116.69 -267560.1 -269555.8 -271031.5 

— 34.08 44.04 15.22 23.60 -117.36 -127.39 -116.69 -267560.1 -269555.8 -271031.5 

I.3-F2 15.89 25.96 2.19 -1.46 -117.10 -129.40 -116.39 -267561.2 -269556.0 -271032.3 

— 18.80 29.16 10.48 13.59 -116.43 -126.31 -116.33 -267560.5 -269554.8 -271031.7 

1,4-F2 3.14 29.54 40.12 -4.18 -117.13 -128.58 -116.34 -267561.2 -269557.9 -271033.5 

3.14 29.54 40.12 -4.18 -117.13 -128.58 -116.34 -267561.2 -269557.9 -271033.5 

Trans 

I.2-F2 31.87 42.29 13.74 19.90 -117.62 -128.68 -117.10 -267560.4 -269554.9 -271031.5 

— 35.26 45.98 12.57 22.36 -116.58 -127.19 -115.15 -267560.3 -269557.7 -271032.9 

1,3-F2 13.14 23.69 2.41 1.26 -117.09 -128.59 -116.35 -267561.2 -269558.0 -271033.4 

— 13.14 23.69 2.41 1.26 -117.09 -128.59 -116.35 -267561.2 -269558.0 -271033.4 

I.4-F2 29.71 39.99 2.75 -7.20 -117.44 -129.80 -116.62 -267561.3 -269558.0 -271033.0 

29.61 38.66 1.92 -4.22 -117.21 -127.84 -116.46 -267561.4 -269559.9 -271034.7 
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Table 6.2. Energy Table Available to Students After Results Submission. 

Molecular Mechanics Semi-Empirical Ab Initio 

MM2 MM3 AMBER OPLS MNDO AMI PM3 ST0-3G 3-21G(*) 6-21G{^ 

Mono 

CH3 7.44 7.43 4.29 7.47 1.03 1.42 1.12 1.84 1.92 2.30 

OH 2.46 3.10 -0.70 2.11 0.20 1.27 1.06 0.22 -0.86 0.24 

F 0.64 0.94 1.27 3.35 0.30 1.25 0.35 0.17 -0.71 -0.73 

Cis 

I.2-F2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

1,3-F2 2.91 3.20 8.29 15.05 0.67 3.09 0.06 0.71 1.22 0.57 

I.4-F2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Trans 

1,2-F2 3.39 3.69 -1.17 2.46 1.03 1.49 2.05 0.12 -2.81 -1.38 

I.3-F2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

1,4-F2 -0.10 -1.33 -0.83 2.97 0.23 1.96 0.16 -0.06 -1.90 -1.73 

This part of the laboratory exercise is ideal for first-semester organic chemistry 

students learning about cyclohexane conformations in lecture. The links to molecular 

coordinates which can be viewed and rotated using various rendering options including 

wireframe, ball and stick, stick, and space-filling models provide a visual comparison of 

the steric differences between conformations. Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 demonstrate how 

space-filling models demonstrate die steric differences between an axial methyl, hydroxyl, 

or fluoro substituent. Additionally, the conformational energy differences demonstrate the 

difference between equitorial preferences between a methyl, fluoro, and hydroxyl 

substituent One possible modification of this laboratory which would expand its utility for 

more advanced students would be to incorporate a greater number of substituent types for 

the calculation and comparison of free energy differences between axial and equitorial 

conformers in monosubstituted cyclohexanes (substituent 'A' values). 
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Figure 6.1. Space-filling model of axial methylcyclohexane. 

Figure 6.2. Space-filling model of axial cyclohexanol. 
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Figure 6.3. Space-filling model of axial fluorocyclohexane. 

The second part of the laboratory exercise involves the use of computational results 

to make predictions about relative chemical reactivity. Students are provided a collection of 

information, shown in tables 6.3 and 6.4, which can be accessed through the web site, and 

are asked to predict the relative reactivities of 1-chlorobutane, 1-bromobutane, 2-

chlorobutane, 2-bromobutane, 2-chloro-2-methylpropane, bromocyclohexane, 

bromo benzene, benzyl chloride, and bromodiphenylmethane under SN 1 and SN2 

conditions. Students are provided links to molecular coordinates in PDB format in a table 

including energies for the alkyl halide substrate and its corresponding alkyl cation, shown 

in table 6.3. Students are informed that the energies provided are the result of ab initio 

calculations using the 3-210* basis set. The experience gained by students during the first 

part of the structure laboratory should be utilized to critically evaluate the types of 

comparisons which should be performed. 
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Table 6.3. Alkyl halide infonnation available for use in the structure laboratory. 

Molecule 

1-Bromobutane 

1-Chlorobutane 

2-Broraobutane 

2-Chlorobutane 

2-Chloro-2-methylpropane 

Structural Formula 

Br 

CI 

Energy Alkyl Cation Energy 
(a.u.) (a.u.) 

-2716.121 

-613.253 

-2716.123 

-613.255 

-613.261 

-155.531 

-155.531 

-155.547 

-155.547 

-155.564 

Bromocyclohexane 

Bromobenzene 

Benzyl Chloride 

Bromodiphenylmethane 

o 

o 

-2792.603 

-2789.106 

-725.053 

-3056.183 

-232.045 

-228.464 

-267.380 

-495.676 
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The molecular coordinates linked to the two-dimensional structural representations 

shown in table 6.3 can be used to visually compare the steric hindrance of the electrophilic 

carbon to estimate the relative reactivities of the substrates by the SN2 mechanism. Figure 

6.4 shows a space-filling model comparison of the steric hindrance to nucleophile approach 

to 1-bromobutane and 2-chloro-2-methylpropane. 

Figure 6.4. Space-filling model comparing relative steric hindrance of 1-bromobutane and 

2-chloro-2-me thy lpropane. 

Information about the leaving groups is provided in the format of an additional 

table, shown in table 6.4. Students must select from electronegativity, electron affinity, 

anion energy, and pKa for the conjugate acid of the anion when deciding relative leaving 

group ability. 
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Table 6.4. Leaving group information available for use in the structure laboratory. 

Halide Electronegativity Electron Anion Energy pKa of 
Afflnity (a.u.) Conjugate Acid 

Chlorine 3.0 3.61 -457.444 -2.2 

Bromine 2.8 3.36 -2560.300 -4.7 

The various energies from tables 6.3 and 6.4 can be used to determine the change in 

energy through the course of the SNi reaction by subtracting the substrate energy from the 

sum of the intermediate energies. The pKa values are provided because the energy 

differences are determined from gas-phase calculations and do not accurately represent the 

difference in leaving group ability, although the reactivity differences between primary, 

secondary, and tertiary alkyl halides are correctly represented. For example, bromide is a 

better leaving group than chloride, but the energy change during carbocation formation 

(AHi) for 1-bromobutane is higher than that from 1-chlorobutane, 0.29 versus 0.28 au. 

Table 6.5 shows the difference in energy between the reactants and intermediates (alkyl 

cation + halide - alkyl halide). Students should use information such as the pKa of the 

halide's conjugate acid as a measure of leaving group ability. The pKg of hydrogen 

bromide is lower than the pKa of hydrogen chloride, thus the bromide ion is a weaker base 

and a better leaving group than the chloride ion. The necessity of using multiple pieces of 

computational information to accurately predict the reaction outcome is common and 

students should benefit from being exposed to this type of information usage. 
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Table 6.5. AHi Determined from Calculation Results 

AlkyI Halide AHi (a.u.)  

1-bromobutane 0.29 

1-chlorobutane 0.28 

2-bromobutane 0.28 

2-chlorobutane 0.26 

2-chloro-2-methylpropane 0.25 

bromocyclohexane 0.26 

bromobenzene 0.34 

benzyl chloride 0.23 

bromodipheny Imethane 0.21 

The predictions are tested in an experimental laboratory.^^ Predictions and results 

are compared in a standard laboratory report format Students are required to justify 

discrepancies between predictions and results in the discussion section of the report. The 

emphasis placed on prediction first will help students become more confident with the idea 

that chemical reactions are predictable, and that an understanding of simple concepts allows 

the prediction of more complex phenomena. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The determination of chemical structure and the understanding of its effects on 

chemical reactivity are important concepts in organic chemistry. Of these, the determination 

of chemical structure is most significantiy neglected in laboratory courses. The structure 

laboratory described herein emphasizes the determination of chemical structure as well as 

the impact of structure on reactivity. 
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Computational chemistry is an important technique for studying chemical structure. 

Its growing use in chemical research merits its introduction into undergraduate chemistry 

courses. This laboratory exercise will expose students to computational chemistry, provide 

them with experience using 3-dimensional structure drawing programs, familiarize them 

with using the WWW as an information resource, and will provide students with 

comparative data on substituted cyclohexane conformations. The comprehensive results 

table shown in table 6.2 will also help students to understand that not every computational 

technique provides accurate answers to every type of question. This laboratory can be 

implemented at close to negligible cost due to its availability on the WWW. 

Computational chemistry can also be used to provide data which supplement 

existing experimental laboratories. Students use computational results to make predictions 

about chemical reactivity. Requiring students to predict the expected outcome of an 

experimental lab should result in better understanding of the scientific process. Students 

will leave the course with more than just an understanding of the laboratory techniques they 

use. 
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GENERAL METHODS 

WEB PAGES 

Web pages were implemented using the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) with 

links to various MIME types. Common MIME types used were VIDEO/QUICKTIME, 

EMAGE/GIF, and CHEMICAL/X-PDB. The HTML files were prepared either using the 

"Text Only" option when saving the documents from Microsoft Word or with Alpha, a tag 

editor available from Kagi Software. The Compuserve GIF files for molecules were 

prepared using SoftShell's ChemWeb program. Other Compuserve GIF files were 

developed using GraphicConverter. 

MOVIES 

QuickTime™ movies were prepared using Ball & Stick from Cherwell Scientific. 

Movie editing was performed using Adobe Premiere. Some of the files needed by Ball & 

Stick were generated using the spline option available in Babel.'^^ 

MOLECULES 

Hyperactive molecules are Brookhaven Protein Databank^^ format molecular coordinate 

files which must be viewed with a helper application. PDB files were either downloaded 

from the Protein Databank or generated using Ball & Stick from Cherwell Scientific or 

Chem3D from Cambridge Scientific Computing. An HTML page describing how to 
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download a copy of RasMol^^ for use as a helper application and to properly configure a 

web browser to use such a helper application is available through the introductory page. 

ADDRESSES 

MOVIES: httpy/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242.html Click on "Quicktime Movies" 

STEREOCHEM TUTORIAL 1 

STEREOCHEM TUTORIAL 2 

STEREOCHEM TUTORIAL 3 

STEREOCHEM TUTORL\L 4 

http://raerciuy.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochenil 

httpy/raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2 

http://raercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chera242/stereochera3 

http://raercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chera242/stereochera4 

STRUCTURE LABORATORY: http ̂ /mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/lab/ 

For full effect a graphical browser such as NCSA Mosaicor Netscape^^ is required 

rather than a text-based browser such as lynx. The graphical browser must have access to 

a QuickTime™ helper application such as FastPIayer^'^ for the Macintosh or Apple's 

QuickTime™ for Windows.^^ 

FORMS AND CGI-SCRIPTS 

Interactive student responses to questions posed by the tutorial are submitted to and 

evaluated by a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) script written in the Perl programming 

language. CGI scripts used in this tutorial are reproduced in Appendix A. 
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EVALUATION 

Evaluation of Stereochemistry Tutorial 1 included two components. The first was the 

objective comparison of test results among three groups (n=6) of first semester organic 

chemistry honors students. One group had access to only the tutorials for 30 minutes, one 

group saw a 30 minute lecture on the same material, and the third group saw the 30 minute 

lecture and had access to the tutorial for 30 minutes. The second evaluation method was 

the subjective response of the students who used the tutorials. They were given a short 

evaluation form to fill out including questions such as "did you like the tutorial?" and 

"estimate how much (if any) the tutorial helped you to understand the material". 

Stereochemistry Tutorials 2, 3 and 4 were evaluated by a volunteer group of students 

who had completed organic chemisuy within the previous five years and learned 

stereochemistry in the traditional manner. These students all received grades of A or B, but 

considered stereochemistry to be a topic in which they had struggled. Their subjective 

comments provided a great deal of insight into the importance of presenting materials in a 

non-traditional manner to supplement the more traditional teaching methods. 

COMPUTATIONS 

Molecular mechanics data available to students was generated using Macromodel 4.0^® 

with standard parameters. Changes to the standard MM2, MM3, AMBER and OPLS 

forcefields are detailed in the program documentation. Semi-empirical and ab initio results 

were calculated by Spartan 4.0^^ with standard parameters and basis sets. 

The format of coordinates submitted by students for computation is checked using 

Babel. Students must submit coordinates in the Cartesian Coordinates 1 format which can 

be saved from Chem3D. The Cartesian Coordinates 1 format can alternatively be generated 
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from approximately 50 different chemical file formats using the Babel file-format 

conversion program.'^^ Coordinates in other formats are rejected as "insufficient". 



APPENDIX A 

OMIVION GATEWAY INTERFACE (CGI) SCRIPTS 
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CODE COMMON TO ALL CGI SCRIPTS 

#!/usr/local/bin/perl 

# 
# Form-mail.pl, by Reuven M. Lemer (reuven@the-tech.mitedu). 
# 
# Last updated: March 14,1994 
# 
# Form-mail provides a mechanism by which users of a World-
# Wide Web browser may submit comments to the webmasters 
# (or anyone else) at a site. It should be compatible with 
# any CGI-compatible HTTP server. 
# 
# Please read the README file that came with this distribution 
# for further details. 
# 

# 
# This package is Copyright 1994 by The Tech. 

# Form-mail is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it 
# under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the 
# Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any 
# later version. 

# Form-mail is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but 
# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU 
# General Public License for more details. 

# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
# along with Form-mail; see the fUe COPYING. If not, write to the Free 
# Software Foundation, 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. 
# 

# Define fairly-constants 

# This should match the mail program on your system. 
$mailprog = '/bin/mail'; 

# This should be set to the usemame or alias that runs your 
# WWW server. 
# Srecipient = 'abby@mercury.aichem.arizona.edu'; 

# Print out a content-type for HTTP/1.0 compatibility 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n"; 

# Set the environment variable so babel can find types.lis and elements.lis 
$ENV{"BABEL_DIR"} = "/usr/locaybabel"; 
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# Print a title and initial heading 
print •'<HTMLxiiiLE>Organic Chemistry Supplementary Course Materialsc/11 1LE>''; 
print "<IMG SRC=\"httpV/raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/header.G^">"; 
print "<BODYxH2>Department of Chemistry<BR>"; 
print "The University of Arizona</H2xH3>"; 
print "Authored By: Abby L. Parrill and Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>Funded by NSF</H3x 
HR><P>"; 

# Get the input 
readCSTDIN, $buffer, $ENV{'CONTENT_LENGTH'}); 

# Split the name-value pairs 
©pairs = split(/&/, Sbuffer); 

foreach $pair (@ pairs) 
{ 

($name, Svalue) = split(/=/, Spair); 

# Un-Webify plus signs and %-encoding 
$ value =~ tr/+/ /; 
$value =~ s/%([a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack("C", hex($l))/eg; 

# Stop people from using subshells to execute commands 
# Not a big deal when using sendmail, but very important 
# when using UCB mail (aka mailx). 
# Svalue =~ s/~!/ ~!/g; 

# Uncomment for debugging purposes 
# print "Setting Sname to $value«cP>"; 

$FORM{$name} = Svalue; 
} 

ADDITIONAL CODE USED IN STEREOCHEMISTRY TUTORIAL 1 

# If the comments are blank, then give a "blank form" response 
&blank_response unless SFORM{'answer'}; 

if ($F0EIM{'answer'} eq one) 
{ 

print "<EM>Correct,</EM> move on to a different part of the exercise<P>\n"; 
print "Go back to the <A HREF=\"http;//mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/stereocheml 

/sub.html\">substituent number choice page</A>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

if (SFORM{'answer'} eq inc) 
{ 

print "That is correct, but not complete. Work with your model kit and t 
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ry to choose a more complete description of the relationship between these stnic 
tures.<P>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "That is not correct, try working with your model kit If that does 
not help, look at the explained solution-d^Xn"; 

} 
} 

#. 
# subroutine blank_response 
sub blank_response 
{ 

print "You did not pick an answer."; 
print "Please try again<P> "; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "Abby Parrill and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BR></PxP>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 
exit; 

} 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "Abby Parrill and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

ADDITIONAL CODE USED IN STEREOCHEMISTRY TUTORIAL 2 

Processing Symmetric Two Chiral Center Page Student Input 

# Evaluate answer to first question 
if(($FORM{'rightl'}) && (!$FORM{'firstl'}) && (!$FORM{'second 1'}) && 
(!$FORM{'diirdl'}) && (!$FORM{'halfrightl'}) && (!$FORM{'fourth 1'}) && 
(!$FORM{'noner})) 
{ 
print "Correct, the only non-identical mirror images are R/R and S/S.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

if(($FORM{'rightl'}) && (!$FORM{'firstl'}) && (!$FORM{'second 1'}) &«fe 
(!$FORM{'thirdl'}) && ($FORM{'halfrightl'}) && (!$FORM{'fourth 1'}) && 
(!$FORM{'nonel'})) 

( 
print "Partially correct, E?/R and S/S are non-identical mirror images, go back and check 

on R/S and S/R again.<BR>\n"; 
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} 
else 

I 
print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical mirror image pair(s). go back 

and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

} 

# Evaluate answer to second question 

if(($F0RM{'right2'}) &«& (!$F0RM{'first2'}) && (!$FORM{'second2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'third2'}) && (!$FORM{'fourth2'}) && (!$F0RM{Tifth2'}) && 
(!$FORM{'none2'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, the only identical structures are the R/S and S/R.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical mirror image pair(s). Go back and 
look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to third question 

if($F0RM{'right3_r} && $FORM{'right3_2'} && $FORM{'right3_3'} && 
$FORM{'right3_4'} && !$FORM{'firstr} && !$FORM{'second 1'} && 
!$FORM{'noner}) 
{ 
print "Correct, there are four pairs of non-identical, non mirror images.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

if($F0RM{'right3_r} II $FORM{'right3_2'} II $FORM{'right3_3'} II 
$FORM{'right3_4'} && !$FORM{Tirstr} && !$FORM{'secondl'} && 
!$FORM{'noner}) 

{ 
print "Partially correct, but you have not chosen all pairs of non-identical, non mirror 

images. Go back and try again<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical non mirror image pair(s). go 
back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 

} 
} 
print "<PxA 
HREF=\"httpy/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/sametwo.html\">Back 
to exercise</AxBR>^"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/sametwosol.html\">Sol 
ution to exercise<:/AxBR>\n"; 
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print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/chiral.html\">Back to 
number of chiral ccntcrs selection page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"ht^y/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/stereo.html\">Backto 
second stereochemistry tutorial page</AxBRx/PxHR>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "Abby Parrill and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

Processing Asymmetric Two Chiral Center Page Student Input 

# Evaluate answer to first question 
if(($FORM{'rightl_r}) && ($FORM{'right 1_2'}) && (!$FORM{'firstl'}) && 
(!$FORM{' 
secondl'}) && (!$FORM{'thirdl'}) && (!$FORM{'fourth 1'}) && 
(!$FORM{'nonel'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, R/R and S/S are non-identical mirror images as are R/S and S/R 

.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical mirror image pair(s). 
go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 

} 

# Evaluate answer to second question 

if(($FORM{'none2'}) && (!$F0RM{'first2'}) && (!$FORM{'second2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'third2*}) && (!$FORM{'fourth2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rifth2'}) && 
(!$FORM{'sixth2'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, there are no identical structures.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the identical structures. Go back and 
look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to third question 

if($F0RM{'right3_l'} && $FORM{'right3_2'} && $FORM{'right3_3'} && 
$FORM{'right3_4'} && !$FORM{Tirstl'} && !$FORM{'secondl'} && 
!$FORM{'nonel'}) 
{ 
print "Correct, there are four pairs of non-identical, non mirror images.<BR>\n"; 
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} 
else 
t 

I 
if($FORM{'righG_l'} II $FORM{'right3_2'} II $FORM{'right3_3'} II 

$FORM{'right3_4*} && !$FORM{TirstI'} && !$FORM{'second 1'} && 
!$FORM{'noner}) 

{ 
print "Partially correct, but you have not chosen all pairs of non-identical, non mirror 

images. Go back and uy again<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical non mirror image pair(s). go 
back and look more carefully.<iBR>\n"; 

} 
} 
print "<PxA 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/diftwo.html\">Back to 
exercise</A><BR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/diftwosol.html\">Soluti 
on to exercise</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
EiREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/chiral.html\">Back to 
number of chiral centers selection page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/stereo.html\">Back to 
second stereochemistry tutorial page</AxBRx/PxHR>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "Abby Parrill and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

Processing Three Chiral Center Page Student Input 

# Evaluate answer to first question 
if(($FORM{'srsl'}) && (!$FORM{'sssl'}) && (!$FORM{'ssrr}) && 
(!$FORM{'srrl'}) & 
& dSFORMCrrrl'}) &«fe (!$FORM{'rrsl'}) && (!$FORM{'rsrl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'rssl'}) & 
& (!$FORM{'nonel'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, the S/R/S structure is the non-identical mirror image of the R 

/S/R structure. <BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical mirror image of the R/S/R 
structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
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} 

# Evaluate answer to second question 

if((!$F0RM{'srs2'}) && (!$F0RM{'sss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssr2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'srr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrr2'}) && (!$FORM{'rrs2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rsr2*}) 
&& (!$FORM{'rss2'}) && ($FORM{'none2'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, there are no structures identical to the R/S/R structure.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correcdy selected the structure identical to the R/S/R structure. Go 
back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to third question 

if((!$F0RM{'srs3'}) && (!$F0RM{'sss3'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssr3'}) &.& 
(!$F0RM{'srr3'})&& (!$F0RM{'rrr3'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrs3'}) && (!$F0RM{'rsr3"}) 
&& (!$FORM{'rss3'})&& ($FORM{'none3'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, there are no sUiictures identical to the R/S/S structure.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "You have not correcdy selected the structure(s) identical to the R/S/S structure. Go 

back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to fourth question 

if(($F0RM{'srs4'}) && (!$F0RM{'sss4'}) && ($F0RM{'ssr4'}) && 
($F0RM{'srr4'}) &&(!$F0RM{'rrr4'}) && ($F0RM{'rrs4'}) &.&. ($F0RM{'rsr4'}) 
&& ($F0RM{'rss4'}) && (!$FORM{'none4'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, every structure except the R/R/R and S/S/S are non-identical, non-mirror 

images of the R/R/R structure.<BR>\n"; 
} 

else 
{ 

if((($F0RM{'srs4'}) II ($F0RM{'ssr4'}) II ($F0RM{'srr4'}) II ($F0RM{'rrs4'}) I 
I ($F0RM{'rsr4'}) II ($F0RM{'rss4'})) &&. (!$FORM{'none4'}) && (!$F0RM{*sss4'}) 
&& (!$FORM{'rrr4'})) 
{ 

print "Your choice of non-identical, non-mirror images of the R/R/R structure is correct, 
but incomplete. Go back and look more carefull.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 
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print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical, non-mirror images of the R/R/R 
structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 
} 
print "<PxA 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/threechiral.html\">Back 
to exercise</AxBR>^"; 
print "<A 
HR£F=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/samethreesol.htmI\">S 
olution to exercise</A:><BR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/chiral.html\">Backto 
number of chiral centers selection page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/stereo.html\">Backto 
second stereochemistry tutorial page</AxBRx/PxHR>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "Abby Parrill and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

Processing Symmetric Four Chiral Center Page Student Input 

# Evaluate answer to first question 
if((!$FORM{'rrrrr}) && (!$FORM{'rrsrl'}) && (!$FORM{'rrrsl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'rsrsl'}) && (!$FORM{*rssrl'}) && (!$FORM{'rrssl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'rsssl'}) && (!$FORM{'rsrrl'}) && (!$FORM{'srrrl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'srsrr}) && (!$FORM{'srrsr}) && ($FORM{'ssrsl'}) «&& 
(!$FORM{'sssrl'}) && (!$FORM{'srssr}) && (ISFORMf'ssssl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'ssrrr}) && (!$FORM{'nonel'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, the S/S/R/S structure is the non-identical mirror image of the 

R/R/S/R structure. <BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical mirror image of the S/S/R/S 
structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to second question 

if((!$FORM{'nir2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrsr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrrs2'}) &.& 
(!$F0RM{'rsrs2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rssr2'}) && (!$FORM{'rrss2*}) && 
(!$F0RM{'rsss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rsrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrr2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'srsr2'}) &.&. (!$F0RM{'srrs2'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'sssr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'ssrr2'}) && ($FORM{'none2'})) 
{ 
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print "Correct, there are no structures identical to the R/R/S/R structure.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 
print "You have not correctly selected the structure identical to the R/R/S/R 

structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to third question 

if((!$F0RM{*rrrr3'}) && (!$FORM{'rrsr3'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrrs3'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'rsrs3'}) && (!$F0RM{'rssr3'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrss3'}) && 
(!$FORM{'rsss3'}) && (!$FORM{'rsrr3'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrr3'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'srsr3'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrs3'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssrs3'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'sssr3'}) && (!$F0RM{'srss3'}) && (!$FORM{'85583'}) && 
($FORM{'s5rr3'}) && (!$FORM{'none3'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, the S/S/R/R structure is identical to the R/R/S/S 8tructure.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correcdy selected the structure(5) identical to the R/R/S/S structure. 
Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to fourth question 

if((!$FORM{'rrrr4'}) && ($FORM{'rrsr4'}) && ($F0RM{'rrrs4'}) && 
($F0RM{'rsrs4'}) && ($F0RM{'rssr4'}) && ($FORM{'rrs54'}) && 
($F0RM{'rsss4'}) && ($FORM{'r8rr4'}) && ($FORM{'8rrr4'}) && 
($FORM{'sr8r4'}) && ($FORM{'srr84'}) && ($F0RM{'ssrs4'})&& 
($F0RM{'sssr4'}) && ($F0RM{'srss4'}) && (!$FORM{'55884'}) && 
($FORM{'s5rr4'}) && (!$FORM{'none4'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, every structure except the R/R/R/R and S/S/S/S are non-identical, non-

mirror images of the R/R/R/R structure.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

if((!$F0RM{'rrrr4'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss4'}) && (!$FORM{'none4'}) && 
(($F0RM{'rrsr4'}) II ($FORM{'rrr54'}) II ($FORM{'r5r54'}) II ($F0RM{'rssr4'}) II 
($F0RM{'rrss4'}) II ($FORM{'rs5s4'}) II ($F0RM{'rsrr4'}) II ($F0RM{'srrr4'}) II 
($F0RM{'srsr4'}) II ($F0RM{'srrs4'}) II ($FORM{'ssrs4'}) II ($F0RM{'sssr4'}) II 
($FORM{'5r5s4'}) II ($F0RM{'ssrr4'}))) 
{ 

print "Yoiu: choice of non-identical, non-mirror images of the R/R/R/R structures is 
correct, but incomplete. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correcdy selected the non-identical, non-mirror images of 
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the R/R/R/R structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 
} 
print "<PxA 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/samefour.hUTil\">Back 
to exercise</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http;//mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/samefoursol.html\">So 
lution to exercise</A><£R>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http.7/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chera242/stereochem2/chiral.html\">Back to 
number of chiral centers selection page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http7/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/stereo.html\">Backto 
second stereochemistry tutorial page</AxBRx:/PxHR>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "Abby Parrill and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

Processing Partially Symmetric Four Chiral Center Page Input 

# Evaluate answer to first question 
if((!$FORM{'rrrrr}) && (!$FORM{'rrsrl'}) && (!$FORM{'rrrsl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'rsrsr}) && (ISFORMCrssrl'}) && (!$FORM{'rrssr}) && 
(!$FORM{'rsssl'}) && (!$FORM{'rsrrr}) && (ISFORMCsrrrl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'srsrr}) && (!$FORM{'srrsl'}) && ($FORM{'ssrsl"}) && 
(!$FORM{'sssrr}) &«& (!$FORM{'srssr}) && (!$FORM{'ssssl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'ssrrl'}) && (!$FORM{'noner})) 
{ 
print "Correct, the S/S/R/S structure is the non-identical mirror image of the R/R/S/R 

structure.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical mirror image of the S/S/R/S 
structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to second question 

if((!$F0RM{'rrrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrsr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'rsrs2'}) &«& (!$F0RM{'rssr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrss2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{*rsss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rsrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrr2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'srsr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrs2'}) «&& (!$F0RM{'ssrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'sssr2'}) &«& (!$F0RM{'srss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss2'}) &«& 
(!$F0RM{'ssrr2'}) && ($FORM{'none2'})) 
{ 
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print "Correct, there are no structures identical to the R/R/S/R structure.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 
print "You have not correctly selected the structure identical to the R/R/S/R structure. Go 

back and look more caiefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to third question 

if((!$F0RM{'rrrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrsr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'rsrs2'}) &<& (!$F0RM{'rssr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrss2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{*rsss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rsrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrr2')) && 
(!$F0RM{'srsr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrs2'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'sssr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'ssrr2'}) && ($FORM{'none2*})) 
{ 
print "Correct, there are no structures identical to the R/R/S/S structure.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the structure identical to the R/R/S/S 
structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to fourth question 

if((!$F0ElM{'rrrr4'}) && ($F0RM{'rrsr4'}) && ($F0RM{'rrrs4'}) && 
($F0RM{'rsrs4'}) && ($F0RM{'rssr4'}) && ($F0RM{'rrss4'}) && 
($F0RM{'rsss4'}) && ($F0RM{'rsrr4'}) && ($F0RM{'srrr4'}) && 
($F0RM{'srsr4'}) && ($F0RM{'srrs4'}) && ($FORM{'ssrs4'}) && 
($F0RM{'sssr4'}) && ($F0RM{'srss4'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss4'}) && 
($F0RM{'ssrr4'}) && (!$FORM{'none4'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, every structure except the R/R/R/R and S/S/S/S are non-identical, non-

mirror images of the R/R/R/R structure.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

if((!$FORM{'rrrr4'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss4'}) && (!$FORM{'none4'}) && 
(($F0RM{'rrsr4'}) II ($F0RM{'rrrs4'}) II ($F0RM{'rsrs4'}) II ($F0RM{'rssr4'}) II 
($F0RM{'rrss4'}) II ($F0RM{'rsss4*}) 1! ($F0RM{'rsrr4'}) 11 ($F0RM{'srrr4'}) II 
($F0RM{'srsr4'}) II ($F0RM{'srrs4'}) II ($F0RM{'ssrs4'}) I! ($F0RM{'sssr4'}) II 
($F0RM{'srss4'}) I! ($F0RM{'ssrr4'}))) 
{ 

print "Your choice of non-identical, non-mirror images of the R/R/R/R structure is 
correct, but incomplete. Go back and look more carefuIly.<BIb»\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical, non-mirror images of 
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the R/R/R/R structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 
} 
print "<PxA 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/diffour.htmI\">Back to 
exercise</A5^R>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/diffoursol.html\">Solut 
ion to exercise</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/chiral.html\">Backto 
number of chiral centers selection page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/stereo.html\">Back to 
second stereochemistry tutorial page</AxBRx/PxHR>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "Abby Parrill and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona«cBR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

Processing Asymmetric Four Chiral Center Page Student Input 

# Evaluate answer to first question 
if((!$FORM{'rrrrr}) && (!$FORM{'rrsrr}) && (!$FORM{'rrrsr}) && 
(!$FORM{'rsrsl'}) && (!$FORM{'rssrl'}) && (!$FORM{'rrssl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'rsssl'}) && (!$FORM{'rsrrl'}) && (!$FORM{'srrrl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'srsrl'}) && (!$FORM{'srrsl'}) && (SFORMCssrsl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'sssrr}) &«& (!$FORM{'srssl*}) &.&. (!$FORM{'ssssl'}) && 
(!$FORM{'ssrrl'}) && (!$FORM{'noner})) 
{ 
print "Correct, the S/S/R/S structure is the non-identical mirror image of the R/R/S/R 

structure.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 
print "You have not correcdy selected the non-identical mirror image of the S/S/R/S 

structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to second question 

if((!$F0RM{'rrrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrsr2"}) &«& (!$F0RM{'rrrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'rsrs2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rssr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrss2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'rsss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rsrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrr2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'srsr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srrs2'}) &«& (!$F0RM{'ssrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'sssr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'ssrr2'}) && ($FORM{'none2'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, there are no suuctures identical to the R/R/S/R structure.<BR>\n"; 
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} 
else 
{ 
print "You have not correctly selected the structure identical to the R/R/S/R 

structure. Go back and look more carefulIy.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to third question 

if((!$F0RM{'rrrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrsr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{*rsrs2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rssr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'rrss2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'rsss2'}) && (!$FORM{'rsrr2'}) && (!$F0RM{*srrr2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'srsr2'}) && (!$FORM{'srrs2'}) && (!$FORM{'ssrs2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'sssr2'}) && (!$F0RM{'srss2'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss2'}) && 
(!$F0RM{'ssrr2'}) && ($FORM{'none2'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, there are no structures identical to the R/R/S/S structure.<BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "You have not correctly selected the structure identical to the R/R/S/S 

structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 

# Evaluate answer to fourth question 

if((!$F0RM{'rrrr4'}) && ($F0RM{'rrsr4'}) && ($FORM{'rrrs4'}) && 
($F0RM{'rsrs4'}) && ($FORM{'rssr4'}) && ($F0RM{'rrss4'}) && 
($F0RM{'rsss4*}) && ($F0RM{'rsrr4'}) && ($F0RM{'srrr4'}) && 
($F0RM{'srsr4'}) && ($F0RM{'srrs4'}) && ($F0RM{'ssrs4'}) && 
($F0RM{'sssr4'}) && ($F0RM{'srss4'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss4'}) && 
($F0RM{'ssrr4'}) && (!$FORM{'none4'})) 
{ 
print "Correct, every structure except the R/R/R/R and S/S/S/S are non-identical, non-

mirror images of the R/R/R/R structure.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

if((!$F0RM{'rrrr4'}) && (!$F0RM{'ssss4'}) && (!$FORM{'none4'}) && 
(($F0RM{'rrsr4'}) II ($F0RM{'rrrs4'}) II ($F0RM{'rsrs4'}) II ($F0RM{'rssr4'}) II 
($F0RM{'rrss4'}) II ($F0RM{'rsss4'}) II ($F0RM{'rsrr4'}) II ($F0RM{'srrr4'}) II 
($F0RM{'srsr4'}) II ($F0RM{'srrs4'}) II ($F0RM{'ssrs4'l) II ($F0RM{'sssr4'}) II 
($F0RM{'srss4'}) II ($FORM{'ssrr4'}))) 
{ 

print "Your choice of non-identical, non-mirror images of tiie R/R/R/R structure is 
correct, but incomplete. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "You have not correctly selected the non-identical, non-mirror images of 
the R/R/R/R structure. Go back and look more carefully.<BR>\n"; 
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} 
} . 
piinl "<P><A 
HREF=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/diffour.htmI\">Back to 
exercise</A>cBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera2/diffoursoLhtml\">Solut 
ion to exeicise</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://niercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem2/chiral.html\">Backto 
number of chiral centers selection page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereochem2/stereo.html\">Backto 
second stereochemistry tutorial page</AxBRx/PxHR>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "Abby Parrill and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Cheniistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

ADDITIONAL CODE USED IN STEREOCHEMISTRY TUTORIAL 3 

Script Used to Build Desired Alkene 

# Evaluate choice of first substituent 
if (($FORM{'posA'} eq "hydrogen")) 
{ 
$first="h"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posA'} eq "methyl")) 
{ 
Sfirst = "m"; 

} 

# Evaluate choice of second substituent 
if (($FORM{'posB'} eq "hydrogen")) 
{ 
Ssecond = "h"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posB'} eq "methyl")) 
{ 
Ssecond = "m"; 

} 

# Evaluate choice of third substituent 
if (($FORM{'posC'} eq "hydrogen")) 
{ 
$third = "h"; 

} 
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if (($FORM{'posC*} eq "ethyl")) 
{ 
Sihird = "e"; 

} 

# Evaluate choice of fourth substituent 
if (($FORM{'posD'} eq "hydrogen")) 
{ 
Sfourth = "h"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posD'} eq "methyl")) 
{ 
Sfourth = "m"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posD'} eq "ethyl")) 
{ 
Sfourth = "e"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posD'} eq "bromo")) 
{ 
Sfourth = "b"; 

} 
print "<IMG SRC=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem3/double.G 
IR" ALIGN=LEFTxBR>\n"; 
#print "<A HREF=\"http://mercury .aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem3/double". 
Sfirst.$second.$third.$fourth.".pdb\"xIMG SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.e 
du/chera242/stereochem3/double".$firsL$second.Sthird.$fourth.".GIR" ALIGN=RIGHT 
x/AxBR>\n"; 
print "<IMG SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem3/double". 
$firsL$second.$third.$fourth.".GIF\" ALIGN=RIGHT><BR>\n"; 
print "Using the template on the left and your choice of A, B, C, and D<BR>\n";p 
rint "the molecule to the right was built<BR CLEAR>\n"; 
print "<FORM METHOD=POST ACnON=\"http://raercury .aichem.arizona.edu/cgi-
bin/doub 
le2.pl\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=VTirst\" VALUE=\"".$fireL"\">\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"second\" VALUE=\"".$second."\">\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"thirdV' VALUE=V'".Sthird."\">\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"fourth\" VALUE=\"".$fourth."V'>\n"; 

print "<H3>Consider the following questions carefully</H3>"; 
print "<P>1. If the substituents you chose for positions A and B were switched, 
would the molecule be the same?</P>\n"; 

print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"yesl\">Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"nol\">No<BR>\n"; 

print "<P>2. If you selected 'no' for question 1, what would the relationship be 
tween the current molecule and the changed molecule be?</P>"; 

print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"con£2\">Differentconformations«cBR>\n"; 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem3/double
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print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"const2\">Constitutional isomers<BR>\n''; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\'' NAME=\"stereo2\">Stereoisomers<BR>\n"; 

print "<P>3. If the substituents you chose for positions A and C were switched, 
would the molecule be the same?</P>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"yes3\">Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"no3\">No<BR>\n"; 

print "<P>4. If you selected 'no' for question 3, what would the relationship b 
etween the current molecule and the changed molecule be?</P>''; 

print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"conf4\''>Differentconformations<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"const4\">Constitutional isomers<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"stereo4\">Stereoisomers<BRxBR>\n''; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"subrait\" VALUE=\"Evaluate\"xINPUTTYPE=\"reset\" 
VALUE=\"Erase\"xBR>\n"; 
print "</FORM>"; 
print "<HR>"; 
print "<A HREF=\"http://mercury .aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem3/stereo.ht 
ml\''>"; 
print "Return to tutorial 3 menu page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/tutorials.html\">"; 
print "Retum to tutorial selection page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A HREF=\"http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/educ.html\">"; 
print "Retum to chemistry department course materials index</AxBR>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "<H3>Copyright 1996, The University of Arizona</H3>\n"; 
print "Abby Pamll and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

Script Used to Process Responses to Alkene Questions 

#Evaluate answer to first question 
if (($FORM{'first'} eq $ FORM {'second'}) II ($FORM{'third'} eq $FORM{'fourth'})) 
{ 

if ($FORM{'yesl'}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, switching A and B would result in the same molecule.</P>\n"; 

} 
else 
( 
print "<P>Incorrect, switching A and B would result in a the same molecule.</P>\n"; 

} 
} 
else 
{ 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/tutorials.html/
http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/educ.html/
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$difl = "TRUE"; 
if ($FORM{'nor}) 
f 
I 
print "<P>Correct, switching A and B would result in a different molecule.</P>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>Incorrect, switching A and B would result in a different molecule.</P>"; 
} 

} 
if($difl) 
{ 

if ($FORM{'stereo2'}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, the first molecule and the molecule generated by switching A and B 

would be stereoisomers.</P>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>Incorrect, please go back to the previous page and reconsider your 
answer</P>\n"; 
} 

} 

#Evaluate answer to third question 
if (($FORM{'firsf} eq $FORM{'third'}) II ($FORM{'second'} eq $FORM{'fourth'})) 
{ 

if ($F0RM{'yes3'}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, switching A and C would result in the same molecuIe.</P>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>Incorrect, switching A and C would result in a the same molecule.< 

/P>\n"; 
} 

} 
else 
{ 
$dif3 = "TRUE"; 
if ($FORM{'no3'}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, switching A and C would result in a different molecule.</ 

P>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>Incorrect, switching A and C would result in a different molecule.</P>"; 

} 
} 
if($dif3) 
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{ 
if ($FORM{'const4'}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, the first molecule and the molecule generated by switching A and C 

would be constitutional isomers.</P>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>Incorrect, please go back to the previous page and reconsider your 
answer</P>\n"; 
} 

} 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/sterBochem3/double.html\">Build a 
new alkene<yA>\n"; 
print "<HR>"; 
print "<A 
HREF=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera3/stereo.html\">"; 
print "Return to tutorial 3 menu page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/tutorials.html\">"; 
print "Return to tutorial selection page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A HREF=\"httpy/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/educ.html\">"; 
print "Return to chemistry department course materials index</AxBR>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "<H3>Copyright 1996, The University of Ari2ona</H3>\n"; 
print "Abby Pamll and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BElx/P><P>"; 
print "</PxyADDRESS>"; 

Script Used to Build Desired Ring 

# Evaluate choice of first substituent 
if (($FORM{'posA'} eq "hydrogen")) 
{ 
$first="h"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posA'} eq "methyl")) 
{ 
$first = "m"; 

} 

# Evaluate choice of second substiment 
if (($FORM{'posB'} eq "hydrogen")) 
{ 
$second = "h"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posB'} eq "methyl")) 
{ 
Ssecond = "m"; 

http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera3/stereo.html/
http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/tutorials.html/


} 

# Evaluate choice of third substituent 
if (($FORM{'posC} eq "hydrogen")) 

$third = "h"; 

if (($FORM{'posC'} eq "ethyl")) 

Sthird = "e"; 

# Evaluate choice of fourth substituent 
if (($FORM{'posD'} eq "hydrogen")) 
{ 
Sfourth = "h"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posD'} eq "methyl")) 
{ 
Sfourth = "m"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posD'} eq "ethyl")) 
{ 
$fourth = "e"; 

} 
if (($FORM{'posD"} eq "bromo")) 
{ 
Sfourth = "b"; 

} 
print "Using the following template and your choice of A, B, C, and D<BR>\n"; 
print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem3/ring.GIR"xBR>\n 
print "the molecule below was built<BR>\n"; 
print "<A HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem3/ring".$fi 
rsL$second.$third.$fourth.".pdb\"xIMG SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/ 
chem242/stereochem3/ring".$first$second.$third.$fourth.".GIF\"></AxBR>\n"; 

print "<FORM METHOD=FOST ACnON=\"http://mercury .aichem.arizona.edu/cgi-
bin/ring2.pl\">"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"first\" VALUE=\"".$firsLT>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"second\" VALUE=V'".$second."\">\n" 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"third\" VALUE=\"".$third."\">\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"fourth\" VALUE=\"".$fourth."\">\n"; 

print "<H3>Consider the following questions caiefully</H3>"; 
print "<P>1. If the substituents you chose for positions A and B were switched, 
would the molecule be the same?</P>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"yesl\">Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"nolV'>No<BR>\n"; 
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print "<P>2. If you selected 'no' for question 1, what would the relationship between the 
current molecule and the changed molecule be?</P>"; 

print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"conf2\">Different conformations<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"const2\">ConstitutionaI isomers<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"stereo2\''>Stereoisomers<BR>\n"; 

print "<P>3. If the substituents you chose for positions A and C were switched,would the 
molecule be the same?</P>\n''; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"yes3\">Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"no3\">No<BR>\n"; 

print "<P>4. If you selected 'no' for question 3, what would the relationship between the 
current molecule and the changed molecule be?</P>"; 

print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"conf4\">Differentconformations<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPLJT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"const4\">Constitutional isomers<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"radio\" NAME=\"stereo4\">Steteoisomers<BRxBR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"submit\" VALUE=\"Evaluate\"xINPUTTYPE=\"reset\" 
VALUE=\"Erase\"xBR>\n"; 
print "</FORM>"; 

print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "<H3>Copyright 1996, The University of Arizona</H3>\n"; 
print "Abby Pamll and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

Script Used to Process Responses to Ring Questions 

#Evaluate answer to first question 
if (($F0EIM{'first'} eq $ FORM {'second'}) II ($FORM{'third'} eq $FORM{'fourth'})) 
{ 

if ($FORM{'yesr}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, switching A and B would result in the same molecule.</P>\n"; 

else 
{ 
print "<P>Incorrect, switching A and B would result in a the same molecule.</P>\n"; 

} 
} 
else 
{ 
$difl = "TRUE"; 
if ($FORM{'nol'}) 
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{ 
print "<P>Correct, switching A and B would result in a different molecule.</P>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>Incorrect, switching A and B would result in a different molecule.</P>"; 

} 
} 
if($difl) 
{ 

if ($FORM{'stereo2'}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, the first molecule and the molecule generated by switching A and B 

would be stereoisomers.</P>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>Incorrect, please go back to the previous page and reconsider your 
answer</P>\n"; 
} 

} 

#Evaluate answer to third question 
if (($FORM{'first'} eq $FORM{'third'}) II ($FORM{'second'} eq $FORM{'fourth'})) 
{ 

if ($F0RM{'yes3'}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, switching A and C would result in the same molecule.</P>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>Incorrect, switching A and C would result in a the same molecule.</P>\n"; 

} 
} 
else 
{ 
$dif3 = "TRUE"; 
if ($FORM{'no3'}) 
{ 
print "<P>Correct, switching A and C would result in a different molecule.</P>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>Incorrect, switching A and C would result in a different molecule.</P>"; 
} 

} 
if($dif3) 
{ 

if ($FORM{'const4'}) 
{ 
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print "<P>Correct, the first molecule and the molecule generated by switching A and C 
would be constitutional isomers.</P>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>Incorrect, please go back to the previous page and reconsider your 

answer</P>\n"; 
} 

} 

print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem3/ring.html\">Builda 
new ring</A>\n"; 
print "</BODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "<H3>Copyright 1996, The University of Arizona</H3>\n"; 
print "Abby Pamll and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 

ADDITIONAL CODE USED IN STEREOCHEMISTRY TUTORIAL 4 

# Initiate values if game has just begun 
if ($FORM{'start'}) 
{ 

$current_score = "0.0"; 
$total_pts = "0.0"; 
$next_question = "1"; 

} 
else 
{ 

$current_score = $FORM{'current_score'}; 
$total_pts = $FORM{'total_pts'}; 
$next_question = $FORM{'next_question'}; 
if (!$FOElM{'hint'}) 
{ 
&score; 

} 
} 

# Seed random number generator and pick one of four question possibilities 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
srand; 
©string = ("r',"2","3","4"); 
Srandquest = rand(@ string); 

} 

# Set-up values indicating the next question 
$question_routine = "question".$next_question; 
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# print the appropriate information 
&$question_routine; 
&hidden; 
&footer; 

# Header subroutine 
sub header 
{ 

print "<HTMLx 111 LE>Chem242 - Stereochemistry Tutorial 4</TITLE>"; 
print "<CENTERxIMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/game.GIR"x/CENTER 
>"; 
print "<B0DYxCENTERxH2>Department of Chemistry<BR>"; 
print "The University of Arizona</H2xH3>"; 
print "Authored By: Abby L. Parrill and Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>Funded by NSF and the 

Department of Chemistry<^3x/CENTERxHRxP>"; 
print "<FORM METHOD=POST ACTION=\"http.//mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/cgi-

bin/game.plV'>"; 
} 

# Print hidden values needed for the next run-through 
sub hidden 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=VfflDDEN\" NAME=V'current_score\" 

VALUE=\" ".$current_score."\">\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"total_pts\" VALUE=\"".$total_pts."\">\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"next_question\" 

VALUE=\"".$next_question."\">\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"thename\" 

V ALUE=\"" .$FORM {'thename'} ."\">\n"; 
} 

# subroutine question 1 
sub question 1 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have eamed ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question " .$FORM{$next_question}. ":</B> Does this molecule have a 

chiral center?</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury .aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/questl_" .$string[$randq 
uest].".GIR"><BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
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print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http://mercury,aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".GIF 
V'xBR>\n''; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"yesV>Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"no\">No<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "2")) 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'answeA" VALUE=\"no\">"; 
} 
else 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=V'yes\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=\"hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://niercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

VALUE=\"questl_".$string[$randquest]."\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
HREF=\"http://niercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Remember that a chiral center is just another term for a stereocenter or stereogenic 
center. <BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=V'HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answet\" 

VALUE=\"".$FORM{ 'answer'} 
} 

} 

# subroutine question2 
sub question2 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question ".$next_question.":</B> How many chiral centers does this 

molecule have?</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/quest2_".$string[$randq 
uest].".GIR"><BR>\n"; 

http://niercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIF/%22xBR%3e/n
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} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'raor},".GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"0\">None<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"l\">C)ne<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"2\">Two<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"3V>Three<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"4\">Four<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"5\">Five<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"6\">Six<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"7\">Seven<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=V8\">Eight<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"9\">Nme<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'EnDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

VALUE=\"".$string[$randquest]."\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=\"hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://raercury.aichera.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereochem4/hint.GIR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAIy4E=\"mol\" 

VALUE=\"quest2_".$string[$randquest]."\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 

points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 
print "<A 

HfeF=\"http://niercury.aichem.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'nior}.".pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Remember that a chiral center is just anodier term for a stereocenter or stereogenic 
center. <BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answet\" 

VALUE=\"".$FORM{ 'answer'} ; 
} 

} 

# questions subroutine 
sub questions 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question ".$next_question.":</B> What is the maximum number of 

stereoisomers possible for the molecule shown below?</P>\n"; 

http://raercury.aichera.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereochem4/hint.GIR%22xBR%3e/n
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if (!$FORM{'hinf}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chera242/stereocheni4/quest2_".$siring[$randq 
uest].".GIF\"><BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<IMG 
SRC=\" http ://niercury .aicheni.arizona.edu/chera242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}." .GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\'' VALUE=\"OV'>None \n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"l\">One<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=V'questionV' VALUE=\"2\">Two\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"3\">Three<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\'' VALUE=\"4\">Four\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=\"5\">Five<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=V'question\" VALUE=\"6\">Six \n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=V'7\">Seven<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"8\">Eight\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=\"9\">Nine<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"10\">Ten \n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" 

VALUE=\" 1 l\">Eleven<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=V'question\" VALUE=\"12\">Twelve\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" 

VALUE=\" 13\">Thirteen<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"14\">Fourteen\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=V'question\" 

VALUE=\" 15\">Fifteen<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV' NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"16\">Sixteen\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"question\" 

VALUE=\" 17\">Seventeen<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest]) eq " 1") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"2\">"; 

} 
if (($string[$randquest]) eq "2") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"4\">"; 

} 
if (($string[$randquest]) eq "3") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"fflDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"8\">"; 

} 
if (($string[$randquest]) eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"16\">"; 
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} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=\"hint\">"; 
print "*<1^10 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereocheni4/hint.GIR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"moI\" 

V ALUE=\"quest2_" .$string[$randquest]. "\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<Blb»\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://niercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Remember that each chiral center has two possible configurations.<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

VALUE=\" ".$FORM{ 'answer'} ; 
} 

} 

# question4 subroutine 
sub question4 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." What is the stereochemical 

configuration in the following molecule?</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/quest4_".$string[$randq 
uest].".GIR"><BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}-GIF 
Vx:BR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=V'questionV' VALUE=\"e\">E<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"z\">Z<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"i\">R<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"s\">S<BR>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "3")) 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"s\">"; 

http://mercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereocheni4/hint.GIR%22xBR%3e/n
http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/
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} 
else 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=VHIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"r\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=VhintV'>"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"htq)://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/hintGIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'mol\" 

VALUE=\"quest4_" .$string[$randquest]. 'VxBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=Vhinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Remember thatchiral centers are assigned designations of either R or S.<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

VALUE=\"".$FORM{ 'answer'} 
} 

} 

# questions subroutine 
sub questions 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." What is the stereochemical 

configuration in the following molecule?</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http*y/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/questS_".$string[$randq 
uest].".GIR"><BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{ 'mol'}.GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"e\">E<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"z\">Z<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"i\''>R<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"s\">S<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
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{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "4")) 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"s\">"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "<INPUTTYPE=VHIDDEN\" NAME=\"answerV' VALUE=\"t\">"; 
} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=V'hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://raerciiry,aichem.arizona-edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"molV 

VALUE=\"quest5_".$string[$randquest],"\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'hintedV" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://niercury.aichera.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereocheni4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Remember that the convention for choosing R/S configuration assumes that the 
lowest priority substituent is directed away from the viewer.<BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"EnDDEN\" NAME=\"hintedV" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answei\" 

VALUE=\" ".$FORM{ 'answer'} ; 
} 

} 

# question6 subroutine 
sub question6 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." What is the stereochemical 

configuration in the following molecule?</P>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hinl'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/quest6_".$string[$randq 
uest].".GIR"><BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http;//mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}." .GIF 
V'xBR>\n"; 

} 
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print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"e\">E<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=VquestionV VALUE=\"z\">Z<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\'' NAME=\''question\'' VALUE=\"r\">R<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADlO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"s\">S<BR>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{1iint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "3")) 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"e\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answerV' VALUE=\"z\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hintV* VALUE=\"hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereocheni4/hinLGIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

VALUE=\"quest6_".$string[$randquest]."\"xBR>'^"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/".$FORM{'raor}.".pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Remember that alkene configurations are assigned either E or Z.<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=V'true\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

VALUE=\" ".$FORM{ 'answer'}. ; 
} 

} 

# question? subroutine 
sub question? 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Does the following molecule have a 

stereiosomer?</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/quest?_".$string[$randq 
uest].".GIR"><BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

http://mercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereocheni4/hinLGIF/%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http://mercuiy.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'raol'}.GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"yes\">Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"question\'' VALUE=\''no\">No<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "1") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"EnDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"no\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answet\" VALUE=\"yes\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\''hint\" VALUE=\"hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/hinLGIR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

V ALUE=\"quest7_" .$string[$randquest]. "\"xB R>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http;//mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Reraeraber that stereoisomers have the sarae connectivity but different 
arrangeraents of atoms in space.<BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<1NPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"'answei\" 

V ALUE=\" ".$FORM {'answer'}. ; 
} 

} 

# questions subroutine 
sub questions 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Does the following molecule have an 

enantiomer?</P>^"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http*i/mercury .aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/quest7_" .$string[$randq 
uest].".GIF\"><BR>\n"; 

http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/hinLGIR%22xBR%3e/n
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} 
else 
{ 

print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http://niercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/".$FORM{'mor}.".GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"yes\">Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"no\">No<BR>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hinf}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "3")) 
{ 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answet\" VALUE=\"no\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"yes\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=V'hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http;//mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hintGIR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

V ALUE=\"quest7_" .$string[$randquest]. "\"xB R>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http ://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/" .$FORM{'mol'.pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Remember that enantiomers are non-superimposable mirror images.<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=V'true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answeA" 

VALUE=\" ".$FORM{'answer'} ; 
} 

} 

# subroutine question9 
sub question9 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Does the following molecule have a 

diastereomer?</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
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print "<IMG 
SRC=\"httpy/niercury .aicheni.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereochem4/quest7_" .$string[$randq 
uest].".GIF\''><BR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'} .".GIF 
\"x:BR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"yes\">Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\''question\" VALUE=\"no\">No<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "2")) 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"no\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"yes\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=V'hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"molV' 

V ALUE=\"quest7_" .$string[$randquest]. "\"xB R>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"falseV'>"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
H]feF=\"http ://mercury .aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}.". pd 
b\">Click: for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

print" Remember that diastereomers are non-superimposable non-mirror 
images.<BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=V'true\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

VALUE=\" ".$FORM{ 'answer'} ."\">"; 
} 

} 

# subroutine questionlO 
sub questionlO 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/
http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIF/%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<P><B>Question</B> ".$next_question." Choose the enantiomer of structure 
number <B>1</B>.</P>\n"; 

if (!$FORM{ ninf}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.e(Iu/chem242/stereochem4/questlO_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIF\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'} .".GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"quesUon\" VALUE=\"a\">A<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=VRADia" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=Vb\">B<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"cV'>C<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=V'd\">D<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "3")) 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"b\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "2") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"d\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"a\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV' NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=\"hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=V'http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/hint.GIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=V'HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

VALUE=\"questlO_" .$string[$randquest]. "\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.\n"; 

print" The three-dimensional coordinates linked below are not necessarily in the 
conformation depicted even though they are accurate representations of the depicted 
stereochemistry </P>\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for structure <B>1</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/
http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/hint.GIF/%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<A 
H]^F=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol'} ."a.p 
db\">Click for slruclute <B>A</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n''; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM{ 'mol'} ."b.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>B</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n''; 

print "<A 
HMF=\''http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chera242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol'}. "c.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>C</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H]teF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{ 'mol'} ."d.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>D</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print" Remember that rotation around single bonds is a conformational change, rather 
than a stereochemical change.<BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=V"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'hinted\" VALUE=V'trueV'>"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

VALUE=\" ".$FORM{ 'answer'} 
} 

} 

# subroutine question 11 
sub question 11 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Choose the diastereomer of structure 

number <B>I</B>.</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/questlO_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIF\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=V'http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"a\">A<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"b\">B<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=\"c\">C<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=\"d\">D<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "2")) 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"a\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "3") 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/
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{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answei\" VALUE=Vc\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'HIDDEN\" NAME=Vanswer\" VALUE=\"b\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV' NAME=Vhint\" VALUE=V'hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://niercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGlR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'mol\" 

V ALUE=\"questl 0_" .$string[$randquest]. 'A"xB R>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"faiseV'>"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penaIty)." 

points rather than ".Spoints." points.<B^\n"; 
print" The three-dimensional coordinates linked below are not necessarily in the 

conformation depicted even though they are accurate representations of the depicted 
stereochemistry </P>\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for structure <B>1</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=V'http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}."a.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>A</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona-edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}."b.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>B</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol'} ."c.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>C</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
EiMF=\"http://raercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{ 'mol'} ."d.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>D</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

p r in t "  Remember  t ha t  r o t a t i on  a round  s i ng l e  bonds  i s  a  con fo rma t iona l  change ,  r ad i e r  
than a stereochemical change.<BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

V ALUE=\" ".$FORM {'answer'}. ; 
} 

} 

# subroutine question 12 
sub question 12 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 

http://niercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGlR%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<PxB>Question<yB> ".$next_question." What is the relationship between the 
molecules below?.</P>\n"; 

ifCiSFORMfTiint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/questl2_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIR"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"ident\">They are 

identical<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"constV>They are 

constitutional isoniers<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=Vquestion\" VALUE=V'enant\">They are 

enantiomers<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIOV' NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"diast\">They are 

diastereoraers<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"conf\">They are 

conformational isomers<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hinf}) 
{ 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "1") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"const\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "2") 
{ 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"ident\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "3") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"diast\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answet\" VALUE=\"enant\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=\"hintV'>"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

V ALUE=\"questl 2_" .$string[$randquest]. "\"xB R>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIR%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print''<A 
H^F=\"httpy/merc^.aichem.arizona-edu/chem242/stereochera4/".$FORM{'mor}."r.p 
db\">Click for coordinates of structure on right</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://niercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}. "l.p 
db\">Click; for coordinates of structure on left</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<P>The following definitions may be useful:</P>\n"; 
print "<DL COMPACTxDT>Constitutional Isomers</DTxDD>These differ \n"; 
print "in the connectivity of atoms</DD>\n"; 
print "<DT>Enantiomers<yDTxDD>Enantiomers are mirror images (rotation \n"; 
print "around single bonds may be requited in order for this to be \n"; 
print "obvious)</DDxDT>Diastereomers</DTxDD>Diastereomers are non-\n"; 
print "identical non-mirror images</DDxDT>Confonnational Isomers<yDT>\n"; 
print "<DD>Conformational isomers differ only by rotation around \n"; 
print "single bcnd</DDx/DL>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

VALUE=\"".$FORM{ 'answer'} ."V'>"; 
} 

} 

# subroutine question 13 
sub question 13 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thenarae'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<P><B>Question</B> ".$next_question." Choose the enantiomer of structure 

number <B>1</B>.</P>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"httpy/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/questl3_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIR"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http ://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM{'mol'}." .GIF 
V'xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"a\">A<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RAD10\" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=V'b\">B<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"c\">C<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RAD10\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"dV'>D<BR>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "1") 
{ 

http://niercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/
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print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"dV'>"; 
} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "2") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"c\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "3") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=V'a\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answerV" VALUE=\"b\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=VIL\DIOV' NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=\"hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/hinLGIR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

VALUE=\"questl3_".$string[$randquest]."\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penaIty)." 

points rather than ".$points." points.Vn"; 
print" The three-dimensional coordinates linked below are not necessarily in the 

conformation depicted even though they are accurate representations of the depicted 
stereochemistry<yP>\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for structure <B>1</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}."a.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>A</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol'} ."b.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>B</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"httpy/raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol'} ."c.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>C</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}."d.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>D</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print" Remember that rotation around single bonds is a conformational change, rather 
than a stereochemical change.<BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"EnDDEN\" NAME=\"hintedV" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answei\" 

VALUE=\"".$FORM{'answer'}."\">"; 
} 

} 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/hinLGIR%22xBR%3e/n
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# subroutine questionl4 
sub question 14 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thenanie'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Choose the diastereomer of structure 

number <B>1</B>.<:/P>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hinf}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"httpy/mercury .aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/steteochem4/questl3_" .$string[$rand 
quest].".GIF\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FOBlM{ 'mol'} .".GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"a\">A<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"b\">B<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"c\">C<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=V'question\" VALUE=\"d\">D<BR>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "1") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"a\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer2\" VALUE=\"b\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "2") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"b\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer2\" VALUE=\"d\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "3") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"fnDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"b\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'answerV' VALUE=\"c\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=V'hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=V'http://mercury.aichem,arizona-edu/chera242/stereochem4/hinLGIR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

VALUE=\"questl3_".$string[$randquest]."\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
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else 
{ 

prim "<P>TIie correct answer lo this question is now worth ".(Spoints-Spenalty)." 
points rather than ".Spoints." points.<B^\n"; 

print" The three-dimensionk coordinates linked below are not necessarily in the 
conformation depicted even though they are accurate representations of the depicted 
stereochemistry<yP>\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for structure <B>1</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H]feF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}. "a. p 
db\">Click for structure <B>A</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/".$FORM{'mor}."b.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>B<yB> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}."c.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>C</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
El^F=\"http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'raor}."d.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>D</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

p r i n t "  Remember  t ha t  r o t a t i on  a round  s i ng l e  bonds  i s  a  c on f o r ma t iona l  change ,  r a t he r  
than a stereochemical change.<BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

V ALUE=\" ".SFORM {'answer'}. ; 
} 

} 

# subroutine question 15 
sub question 15 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question ".$next_question.":</B> How many chiral centers does this 

molecule have?'^P>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"httpy/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/questl5_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIR"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/".$FORM{'mor}.".GIF 
V'xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV' NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"0\">None<BR>\n"; 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/


print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"l\">One<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=VRADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"2\">Two<BR>\n": 
print ''<iNPUT-nTE=\"RADia'' NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"3\">Three<BR>\n' 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=V4\">Four<BR>\n" 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=V5\">Five<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV' NAf^rquestionV VALUE=\"6\">Six<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"7\">Seven<BR>\n 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADia" NAME=VquestionV' VALUE=V8\">Eight<BR>\n" 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"9V">Nine<BR>\n" 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "1") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"7\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "2") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'answer\" VALUE=\"4\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "3") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"4\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'HIDDEN\" NAME=Vanswer\" VALUE=\"8\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=\"hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/hinLGIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

VALUE=\"questl5_".$string[$randquest]."\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".Spoints." points.<B^\n"; 

p r in t "  Rememb er  t ha t  a  ch i r a l  c en t e r  mus t  have  fou r  d i f f e r en t  \ n " ;  
print "substituents. A substituent consists of a connected atom and \n"; 
print "<B>everything</B> attached to it.<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answei\" 

V ALUE=\" ".$FORM{ 'answer'} ; 
} 

} 

# subroutine question 16 
sub question 16 
( 

http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/hinLGIF/%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of''.$totai_pts.'' poinis.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." What is the stereochemical 

configuration in the following molecule?</P>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"httpy/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/questl6_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIR"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.ari2ona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}.GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=V'cis\">Cis<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"quesaon\" 

VALUE=\"trans\">Trans<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"r\">R<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"s\">S<BR>\n"; 
if(!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "2")) 
{ 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"cis\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"trans\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=V'hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.ari2ona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hint.GIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

VALUE=\"questl6_".$string[$randquest]."\''xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"inDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".Spoints." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
H&F=\"http://mercury.aichera.ari2ona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".pd 
b\">Click for hint</A>^R>\n"; 

p r in t "  Remember  t h a t  t he  subs t i t uen t s  on  a  r i ng  a r e  de sc r i bed  a s  \ n " ;  
print "being on the same side, or across the ring from each other.<BR>\n"; 
print "<I>transcontinental: across the continent!</IxBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 

http://mercury.aichem.ari2ona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/
http://mercury.aichem.ari2ona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hint.GIF/%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answei\" 
V ALUE=\" ".$FORM{ 'answer'} 

} 
} 

# subroutine question 17 
sub question 17 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Choose the meso conipound.</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/questl7_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIR"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http .'//mercury.aicheni.arizona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/" .$FORM{'mol'}." .GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"a\">A<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"b\">B<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"c\">C<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "4") II ($string[$randquest] eq "3")) 
{ 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"a\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "2") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"BnDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"c\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "1") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"b\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=V'hintV'>''; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http.'//mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'mol\" 

V ALUE=\"quest 17_" .$string[$randquest]. "\"xB R>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
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print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.\n"; 

print" me three-dimensional coordinates linked below are not necessarily in the 
conformation depicted even though they are accurate representations of the depicted 
stereochemistry</P>\n"; 

print "<A 
H]teF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol'} .".pd 
b\">Click for structure <B>1</B> coordinates</AxBBb>\n"; 

print "<A 
HMF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol' }."a.p 
db\">CIick for structure <B>A<yB> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print''<A 
H^F=\"httpy/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol'} ."b.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>B</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H]^F=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FOElM{'mor}."c.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>C</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

p r in t "  R ememb er  t ha t  me s o  compounds  a r e  a c h i r a l  mo lecu l e s  w i th  ch i r a l  
centers. <BR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answeA" 

VALUE=\"".$FORM{ 'answer'} 
} 

} 

# subroutine question 18 
sub question 18 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Would this molecule rotate plane 

polarized Iight?<:/P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/questl8_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIR"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury. aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}.GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV' NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"yes\">Yes<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"no\">No<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"yes\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=\"hinl\">"; 

http://mercury
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print "<IMG 
SRC=\''http://niercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIF\"xBR>\n"; 

print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=Vmol\" 
V ALUE=\"quest 18_" .$string[$randquest]. "\" xB R>\n"; 

print "<INPIITTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"falseV'>"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".(Spoints-Spenalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.<B^\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://raercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chera242/stereochera4/".$FORM{ 'mol'} .".pd 
b\">Click for hint</AxBR>\n"; 

p r in t "  Rememb er  t ha t  p l ane  p o l a r i z ed  l i gh t  i s  ro t a t e d  b y  c h i r a l  mo lecu l e s .<BR>\n" ;  
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

V ALUE=\" ".$FORM{ 'answer'} ; 
} 

} 

# subroutine question 19 
sub question 19 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Which of the following unusual 

molecules would have an optical rotation?</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chera242/stereochem4/questl9_".$string[$rand 
quest].".GIR"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}.".GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"a\''>A<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=V'bV'>B<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\''question\" VALUE=\"cV'>C<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=^"d\">D<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "2")) 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"b\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "3") 

http://niercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hinLGIF/%22xBR%3e/n
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{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"d\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=V'c\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=V'RADIO\" NAME=\"hintV VALUE=VhintV'>"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.ari2ona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/hinLGIR"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"mol\" 

V ALUE=\"questl9_" .$string[$randquest].' VxB R>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hintedV" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 
points rather than ".$points." points.Vn"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http ://niercury .aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/" .$FORM {'mol'}." .pd 
b\">Click for structure <B>1</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
HfeF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM {'mol'} ."a.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>A</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http.7/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{ 'mol'} ."b.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>B</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http7/mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/".$FORM{'mor}."c.p 
db\">Click for structure <B>C</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print "<A 
H^F=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochera4/".$FORM{ 'mol'} ."d.p 
db\">Click for structure <BR>D</B> coordinates</AxBR>\n"; 

print" Remember that optical rotation depends on having a chiral molecule.<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" 

V ALUE=\" ".$FORM {'answer'}. "\">"; 
} 

} 

# subroutine question20 
sub question20 
{ 

print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$total_pts." points.</P>\n"; 
print "<PxB>Question</B> ".$next_question." Which of the following pairs of 

molecules are atropisomers?</P>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 

http://mercury.aichem.ari2ona.edu/chem242/stereocheni4/hinLGIR%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<IMG 
SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/cheni242/stereochem4/quest20_".$string[$rand 
quesl].".GIF\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizon£Ledu/chem242/stereochem4/" .$FORM {'mol'}.GIF 
\"xBR>\n"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"question\" VALUE=\"a\">A<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUT TYPE=\"RADia" NAME=\"questionV' VALUE=\"b\">B<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIOV' NAf^VquestionV VALUE=\"c\">C<BR>\n"; 
if (!$FORM{'hint'}) 
{ 
if (($string[$randquest] eq "1") II ($string[$randquest] eq "3")) 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"fnDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=V'a\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "2") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"b\">"; 

} 
if ($string[$randquest] eq "4") 
{ 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answer\" VALUE=\"c\">"; 

} 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"RADIO\" NAME=\"hint\" VALUE=V'hint\">"; 
print "<IMG 

SRC=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hint.GIF\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=V'mol\" 

VALUE=\"quest20_".$string[$randquest]."\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hinted\" VALUE=\"false\">"; 

} 
else 
{ 
print "<P>The correct answer to this question is now worth ".($points-$penalty)." 

points rather than ".$points." points.\n"; 
print" Remember diat atropisomers are conformational isomers which \n"; 
print "cannot interconvert due to restricted single bond rotations for\n"; 
print "steric or other reasons.<BR>\n"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"hintedV" VALUE=\"true\">"; 
print "<INPUTTYPE=\"HIDDEN\" NAME=\"answei\" 

VALUE=\"".$FORM{ 'answer'} ; 
} 

} 

#question21 subroutine (end of game) 
sub question21 
{ 

http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/stereochem4/hint.GIF/%22xBR%3e/n
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print "<P>".$FORM{'thename'}.", you have earned ".$current_score." points out of a 
\n"; 

print "total of ".$toiai_pis." points.</P>\n"; 
if (Scurrent.score > "90") 
{ 
print "<H3>Great Job!</H3>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 
if ($current_score > "80") 
( 

print "<H3>Pretty good job, but you might want to review a little more!<yH3>\n"; 
} 
else 
{ 

print "<H2>Better put in some more study time!</H2>\n"; 
} 

} 
print "<HR>\n"; 
print "<A 

HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chera242/stereochem4/stereo.html\">Another 
game</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A HREF=V'http://mercury.aichera.arizona.edu/chem242/tutorials.html\">Tutorials 

index page</AxBR>\n"; 
print "<A HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/chem242/chera242.html\">Chem 

242 materials index</A><BR>\n"; 
print "<A HREF=\"http://mercury.aichem.arizona.edu/educ.html\">Chemistry 

Department course index</AxBR>\n"; 
} 

# subroutine to calculate current score 
sub score 
{ 

if ((($FORM{'question'}) eq ($FORM{'answer'})) II (($FORM{'question'}) eq 
($FORM{'answers}))) 

{ 
if (($FORM{'hinted'}) eq "true") 
{ 

$current_score = $current_score + $points - Spenalty; 
} 
else 
{ 

$current_score = $current_score +$points; 
} 
print "<H3>CORRECT!</H3>\n"; 

} 
else 
{ 

print "<H3>rm Sorry, your answer was not correcL</H3>\n"; 
print "Note this as a topic needing further study<BR>\n"; 

} 
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$total_pts = $total_pts + Spoints; 
$next_question = ($next_questioii + 1); 

} 

# subroutine to print footer information 
sub footer 
{ 
print "<BRxINPUTTYPE=\"submit\" VALUE=\"Evaluate\"xINPUTTYPE=\"rEset\" 
VALUE=\"Erase\"xBR>\n"; 
print "<yFORM>"; 

print "<yBODYx/HTMLxHRxADDRESSxP>"; 
print "<H3>Copyright 1996, The University of Arizona<:/H3>\n"; 
print "Abby Pamll and Dr. Jacquelyn Gervay<BR>"; 
print "The Department of Chemistry<BR>The University of Arizona<BR>"; 
print "Tucson, AZ 85721<BRx/P><P>"; 
print "</Px/ADDRESS>"; 
exit; 
} 
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